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®ie p a m d © x ef more BTarses' in-pa'M© t.©- the t©”
tal popmlationoftheUnited States than at any previous
time in history and a relative shortage of imrses is
presented atfchls tlmeo

A nmriberof faetopshave eon=

-

trlhuted'to this situations among whieh are'the.social
and economic 'changes'mhich came- with' the end .of the De«= :
pr ession j,"Wor Id:"War";'Il>: 'the1Kor ean Grisl s'$"'and. *the con^’'
tinuimg threat of internatlonal conflict in the .last
decadeo -

.

/

\

, 'V;

by World War 11
During the Depression which preceded %brId War II
few nurses were employed in any other, field than in hos
pital nursinge

There was unemployment among nurses at

.that' time so that 'there was 'keen comp etition' for the hos
pital job*'; AS:mresuitj,; the patient in the hospital was
cared, for by‘"skilled; Burses 9 f o r only .skilled'nurses and
nursing students were employed in the eare- of patientso
As a result9 a certain image of nursing car©'grew;in the
public 1s mind which represented adequate nursl'ng servieeo
With the coming: of World War IIS the mobilization effort

1

^drained the hospitals of their nursing staffsa

The Red

Cross met the effiergenoj by training volunteer women as
nur.ses aides®

This proved so suecessful that after the

■.emergency was Over^ the nurses.aide, had become' an accepted
'memb er '®f:.ttie fnursing^ staff9 and she 'Stayed on.' as a paid
.wofkef'o

As the result of early ambulation of patients

which took place at this timefl the nurses aide could care
,for the patient who had previously required more skilled
•attentloho.. This freed the professional nurse for the care
of the more acutely IXIL

At that time a new idea of nur

sing care replaced t h e 'older - the murse did hot care for
all/patients g a :nurses aide could ©are for manys,and the
■skilled:nurses were 'reserved ■for ■only;the, .aahutely -ill and
for those who needed involved ■treatment o

Many of the

latter tasks had formerly been performed by members of the
medical profession but fell to the nurses because of:the
shortage of physicianso

The new duties were taken over by

the nurse frequently by default rather than intention on
the par t of either ,the nurse, or the doc tor o
X One;other change brought by the ¥ars as in all wars,
was in the treatment of the sickQ "■ Older methods were sub
ject to question in the period of shortage and emergency,
and many were found to be ritualistic and out-mode do

New

forms of treatment brought new equipment and techniques as
well as new concepts and attitudeSo

The nurse who had been

out of nursing for several years fouhd herself out-of-date

.ftf■she 'lef.fev-the field for a fewyearsg and many never'tri ed
to return®.,

. ■\

./ ... %

Industry and, hursinp; Service "
- ::: /.-' : .' :
'
" '-4
'
;;
During the ..Depression and early in World War II
industry questioned the six and seven /day week with the
ten and twelve hour days o. Eventually vaeations with pay
were'granted by some parts,of industry and holidays were
rece^iiaed by managementf

With each ehange that;, affeeted

Industry$, an effect was found in nursing services, for as in
Industry.g the fifty”six hour week was shortened to forty
hours 9 Land vacations, and sick leave became a commonprac^
tiee©

A reduction in the number of hours worked per week '

by hurges trailed behind Industry for a numb er of years $
but eventually the nursesr week began td correspond more
clbsely with that of InduStryo

Thus more nursing person^

n.el were needed to cover the, twenty-four-hour a day service
which the hospitalised patient needs©
. ;,. '.- /
•

;•
'

Con struct ion of Wew •Hospitals'-• .-• •

After; World War IIS a new prosperity pervaded the-

Dhited •States6.••Money was made available-to build hospitals
in many communities when the Federal .Government offered
Hi11-Burton^ Funds to finance half to two-thirds of the
1 Hospital Survey and Construction Act (19I4.6 ) is
commonly imown as the Hi 11-Burton Acte It appropriates
$150sC'©!9COG.annually for surveys and. eonstruction of the
necessary facilities to eommunities providing one-half to
two-thirds of the total costo

.

.total eost'a

This "plaeed the r:ealization of hospital

buildings within the reach of many communities for con
struction proved relatively easy® . Providing a nursing
staff was a far greater problem than hiring the eontractors
and"buying the materials®

But the eare of the sick in hos

pitals had become a 'p a r d f t h e American way of life$ so
thb hospitals were weicomeh Sy the communities arid the '
demand.for nurses was well beyond their availability®
Group Hospital Insurance
Group insurance plans for life are an invention
of the Twentieth Century®

Group hospitalization plans for

members of industry and other organizations' have appeared
within the past three decades0 By 195©s> sixty million Amer
icans were enrolled in some group protection plan providing
hospitalizatiori costs in part or in w h o l e I t

is believed .

that 83 per cent of the population of the United States;is
covered,by some form of prepaid hospitalization insurance
today®

With, ho spit alization costs brought within- the

reach.of many peoples early:treatment'has become an accepted
idea® ' The. role of the hospital has changed from a place
solely: for the acutely ill -and dyings, to include: also pre
ventive medicine®

With this new concept^ the use of the

hospital has spread to many families and this in turn re'quires Increasing staffs® : '

■

: ‘;

Bncyclop edia ■Britarinlo'a ■(1962)» Chicag© s Vol ® XI
v
v-:
;
Uo So Bur eau of -the Censuss Statistical Abstract
of the Uni ted States: 1962® (Sjrd Ed®) Washington % B® G®;1 ■:

Pag® 793,

:s

Hedieal Profession .Falls to Increase
••'to Meet the Feed s 'of the People

/

The medical profession which was depleted by the

J

needs of the military in World War IIs found itself less
and less able to keep up with the demands of a population
which was growing and which was enthusiastic about pre°
Tentive medical care as well as treatment for disease«

In

- Table I the increase in the rate of physicians to total
population can be seen to hare changed very little,; although the demands made upon it by population increasede .
'

'

'TABEE1

-

■

PHySIG IAES A m PROBES SI OHAL 1TORSES, RATE
PER 1@0S000 POPHATlOlis ■1920" - 1960el .

Year

Physicians

burses

1920 o ... o o

13 i}. 0 0 0 0

98

1930 o o o =

I26 0 0 0 0

175

19il.0o.o b o

133 O'© 0 6

216

1950 o o o o

135 ® O 0 0

249

I960 6 O O

iij.2 0 0 0 0

0

/ 282
'I

Physicians, have met the ,demands by placing more of
their sick patients in hospitals where they can be eared
for with less Supervision and •time^cohsuming visits?
:

The

1 Statistical Abstracts1962fl opocite, page 74= .

teeatmeats'formerlyreserved for himself have been added to
those of the nurse and para-medical personnel®

The physi

cian further adds to the oyer-all,shortage of nurses toy em
ploying skilled.imrsing help in his office in an effort to „
:extend his own servie@0

Moreover. of the estimated 550$000

nurses employed in January '1962s,the indicated rate of in-

•

crease has declined# .leaving only 286 nurses per 100#000 popu
lation with at least 21 per cent of those working only part
timee

...

■.

.

•
■ Summary

■
■.

• The number of nurses which has increased: relatively#
actually has decreased, in its ability to meet the need for
nursing service®

Fart of this is due to the change in the

type of nursing service which is needed today# to trends to
ward hospitalization for preventive treatment"as well as for
more acute illness# and to the change in working hours®
T© supply the need, the hospital, which has been the
vietim of the greatest shortage^ has instituted certain ad
ministrative measures borrowed from industry and government
to extend the nursing personnel and meet the demands for
nursing service*

'

•

1 AoloA® in Review# Vol„ XI, Eo. 1 {Spring 1962)
10 Oolumbus'Circle,'lew York 19, 1= Y®, published by the
American lufses Association, Biennial estimate of nursing
supply prepared jointly by the American lurses Association,
lationai League for lursing and the TJ® S® Public Health .
Service, Fage.l® :
f ,
,A\
.
■ - . ' ■/ P
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CHAPTER II

, iz

,The purpose of the present study is to deter™

mine;
(1)

If eertain atoinlstrative proeedures whieli
have toeen introduced into the hospital and
through the hospital into the nursing service
to the patlent9 'hkve changed the nurse-patient
; 'relationshipJ’

(2)

.

'

If the nurse-patient reiationship has. been
changed;b y IheseihrpeedureSj, la this change

, beneficial/ er deleterioms .to vthe patlente The seven a#minlstratlve procedures to.be con
sidered are the following^ suggested by the writing of
Ma% -Weber :^
(a)

•

Specialization

(b) - Functional Assignment- (Task)
(e)

Functional Assignment (Qualifications}

(d)

Decision Making by Antieipation

(e)

Hierarehial Arrangement of the Mursing Staff

1 Max' Weber 5. The; Theory of Social and Economic !
Organization. Translated.by A. Mo Henderson and Talcott
Parsons; Edited.by Talcott Parsonso Hew York; Oxford
Pressj, 19k7o Pp® 330-33%#,
.

7

'■■■■; ; / ; - . : : : . \ :"r

- \,

;

/;■ -

.

e

f-" ('£) ■ Decision Maklag for Institutional Safety.
(g)

A d m i M strstlf'e:Exp ec tat ions as BejFimed by
iTob Deseription amd; 3yalmation .

The latter tw© were suggested by observations' by the writer
made in connection with this study =

These procedures as

•

used in the present study will carry the following connota
tions s

•
Administrative: Procedures

:;

The hospital is organized into many departments$

and the departments are'sub-divided into smaller units0 One
Such department is the hursing service for the patient which
extends over all patient areas ^ but 'is ;broken into manage
able administrative divisions known as “Floors'
1 or “Wards«K
The nurs ing ear e tor the:p atlent is c©ordlnated thr bugh thi s
nursing unite.

Howevers many different personnel will par

ticipate in giving nursing care to the patiehtg for the task
as a whole has been fragmented into many smaller tasks and
segmental participation is divided among many workers with
• ;
- ' " ::/r
’
3
.. various degrees of competency and:training»
One particu
lar tasks such as administering oxygen therapy, or intra
venous therapy, may be'the assigned work for one person who
does nothing else fof the patient unless it is relevant to
that specialtyo

..

"

,

"
-^ Stanley Ho TJdys Jr = “Administrative Rationality,
Social Setting and Organizational development®tr American
Journal of Sociology, Volo LKVIlIlOo 3 .(Hoverriber” l962) “ ,
3 0 1 o

.

;

,

y,.;',v;

: - .-y'y ; ' v ' y y r v'

=

y

,

:

„

;

‘Functional.'A 3si.^nmea.t

(Task).?

Ftmotlonal assignment arises out of speeializatioiio/ At one time the ease a.ssignDient was used to guide
the nursing service to the patient @

One person gave all

eare to the patientj. meees'sitatlmg relationship with only
one person for each wo^Sihg ltoift.

In funetlonal assign-

ment 9 the patient•s nursing care over an entire nursing
unit is divided by tasks with one person, giving all the
patients a treatment or. Servieeo'

Such an assignment might

be the estimation of vital signs for all the patients on a
particular shift«

This differs from.Specialization in that

a specialized task (.giviBg direct personal nursing care to
the patient} Is' further’fragmented so that one nurse may
read the temperatures/ another the blood: pressures^ and a
third may record these oh the patient‘s recordo

The out

come is nursing care given by many' who come into: con tact
with the patient and force many relationships of momentary
duration,,

The usual reason for such an assignment is the

efficient use of equipment which does not have to be dupli
cated in order for several tb do the same, task simultaneous=
ly<>

This.differs from Funetiohal Assignment aceording to

competencyo
Functional Assignment

(QuailfjcatIons)i

Many degrees of competency are found among nursing
personnel.

:The professional murse may be skilled in bed

side aur'slngj, or she may haves in addition^ executive

10

•ability willch allows her to' assume responsibility for ad
ministering the nursing unit or some area of it;

The

practical nurse is competent to assume certain responsibil
ities and is trained to give certain treatments; The nurses
aide functions on another level of proficiency with a hazily
defined scope of duties which depend on her experience and
■trainingo

In orderly may be restricted to transporting

patTents- and assisting others in heavy liftings or he may ,
"be :sicilled in ,
'the^personal''.eare of :iaaie patients»

The

assignment of these" different eategorles of proficiency must
be termed functional in relation to the person1s actual
ability- and-trainingo

The orderly cannot be assigned the

work of the nurse who must give medications as needed by the
patient;

On the other hands functional assignments must be

made on the, basis of the best possible achievement of the
workero.

.■

■

. ''

..

.•' .

.

'

Decision Making by Anticipation (Standardization)'
■;

. Pew organisationscan operate without definite pol~

;

ley which i s, understood by alio' -Such policies are communi- ■
eated by means of rules and'standard operating proeedureso.
These rules seek to anticipate the situation I n which an
employee is forced to act on the basis of policys and to
place a previously made judgment at his commando

Such a

rule or procedure precludes the ehanee of errors since the
policy is usually a carefully planned one on the basis of
the objectives or goals of the entire organizationo

It forms

the foundation of a Consistent action im similar events by

11
^,11 personnel®

At times these rules are also for the

protection of the institution although these may be the
same or other policies®
Decision Making for Institutional Protection:
Carefully detailed ihstruction to'the employees
have become necessary for the protection of the institution®
In the past 9 a tax-supported institution was not considered
liable for any error in the care of the patiento Beeently
court decisions have made the hospital liable for mistakes
made in patient care®

To protect itselfs the hospital has

set u p 'a barrier of decisions based not on the patient's
needs in a particular situation, but upon the chance that

:

error in meeting'those needs would involve the hospital and
personnel in a liability suit®
protective first®

These policies are self-

The policy may or may not be in the dl=

feet Interest -of ^the patient, although it would seem that
any policy which protected the patient from chance of error
.would ,be primarily in his interest®

The Indirect action on

the patient may cause a definite break in his. ability to
adjust to his situation by setting up artificial barriers®
^Hierarchlal Arrangement of bursing Staff:
.

.

The various degrees of competeney found:in nursing

personnel forces an accountabiiity and responsiblllty on the
part of those who supervise the work'of others®

This falls

Into the usual pyramid structure of.organization with each '

12
membez* ©f personnel responsl'ble for those who report to
hlms and'aoeotmtahle to the one who takes responsibility
for his aOtSo Although the entire nursing service Is In
volved with the objective of giving nursing 6are, many
levels of the hierarehial system are involved indirectly
through 'administration and policy making®

This leaves the

actual direct care to be given by the person who is in
contact with the patient, or by lowest echelons of the
system®
Admini stratlve Exp ec tat ions' for Hhrslng Care
a’
s Defined by Job Description and Evaluation

-

The Job Deserlption is used in; organizations to
set definite limits on the -duties, responsibilities and
skills required by certain Job classifications-®

Nursing

administration has used this procedure in determining who
is most competent to do certain tasks, as an aid in re
cruitment and placement and as a basis for -promotion*

The

administrative expectations are clearly defined in a formal
pattern®

The Job is carefully analyzed to determine what

skills are needed and what level of personnel are best suited to do the job®

The description stands as policy and

should be unmistakably understood by all as the contractual
agreement between the employer and employee regarding the
duties and responsibilities of the job®

13

'

"The Eur Se=Patf ern# ■Relatloaslaip s
■■

. ■

.,

;

!

In defining the mxrse™patient relationship

purely sub j:ee tiv e f e© ling mu s-fe'"he' put'into word So It may
he totally different from one patient-nurse interaction
to anotherd

Each constitutes a: separate events the total

of which is the nurse =patieht relationship.o

It does have

certain eomponentss (1).'Interaetion which of necessity
means"eontact-and :prestiiaahiy continuity of -contact j (2 ) a ■
feeling of -trust Which.the patient' feels allows him to

.

ask the nurse to do’for him that which he cannot do for
\hims:ei:£hbecause■"of"the altered' funetioh connected' with his
■
'status as patient; (3 ) the 'acceptance of dependehee by t h e '."
pat 1 eht9 and (Ij.) the:acceptance'.Of ’the patient 8s dep endene e
by the nurse and 'her ^wiliimgheas to- care for'him'@
, -i'.'
■’■
:■
. ■ :• ■'
v
- h
; ■■ ■ '■■-'v ■V :' - :v:,'
■■■
■
•- h
^
' 'h'th:
. ,In summary a the ^problem at hand is the effect of
enumerated administrative,procedures On the nurse-patient
relatlpnship as defined -above o

'• : '
■V>.

,

■■ • ;

■ ■

h?. v.-:' ’ ' - ■■ ■' ’■
„

,'

, . " "

.

'

,

.

/, \
■h V:.^ ■'
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'

VData for the present" study was gathered through
the method of acting as ;a partielpant=ohserver by the
writers who Is. a registered hurse 1with thirty years of
experlehceo

Some of this has been spent at the bedside

of the patient in direct care both' as a staff nurse employ
ed by a hospitals and as a private duty nurse paid by the
patient to care for him only*

Eight;years were spent in

administrative positions directing the work of staff nursesboth by policy making and by supervision»

'

Seven years of the nursing experience were spent
in instructing student nurses in basic nursing procedures
and philosophye

In this last capacity, the writer assem

bled the field notes from which 'numerous Incidents are
quoted in this, studyo

She was able to have, the confidence

of the staff nurses and the patients through her work with
the students in:the clinical area,: and it was by this means
that many of the events, became .availablee. During this last
period, by means of studying administrative principles, the
wr11 er beeame aware of the inroads that administrative proc edur es w er e making, in the mur s e-pat lent relationship, and
began to observe for this particular phenomena*,

Ability in

interviewing and '.relatiohshlp served in gathering the

15
material which has been assembled#

The position of in

structor gave access to several hospitals which aided
in comparison, yet left the writer in the position of
being obligated to none#
Data on the nurse-patient distance was gathered
by administering an attitude test, developed by Leonard
Pearlin and Morris Rosenberg,^ to professional and prac
tical nurses and nurses aides on one nursing unit in an
effort to test the finding that social distance was in
direct ratio to direct contact with the patient, i.e.,
those who had the greatest amount of contact maintained
the greatest social distance.

(See Appendix A for test

used.)
The writer improvised an ambiguous set of rectan
gles as shown in Figure I, which was given to at least
one person at each level of the nursing hierarchy.
FIGURE I
AMBIGUOUS SET OF RECTANGLES USED TO
FORM ORGANIZATION CHARTS

1 Leonard I. Pearlin and Morris Rosenberg. "NursePatient Social Distance and Structural Context of the
Hospital." American Sociological Review Vol. XXVII (Feb
ruary 1962) , pp. 5>6-6£/

Eaeii participant was shown a pine tree type of organic
.zati'©nal:eiaart1wlttL:'the pr’
es±den'b1a t 'the top" and the
workers at: the bottoms

They were then asked to make an

organizational chart for their own hospital with them-

:

;set'yes:>the people to whom." theywere responsible s and the
:people who were responsible to them •>;.•all to be sheim in
:a- elmllarffash!on>' 'When' each participant finished^ he
1was" asked to place the patient at the point where person^
nel interacted with hifflo

fhe.results- of this test are :

shown in' a- .tables:
,

•

'

^.

In addition to observation in the actual nursing

situations in which nurses interaeted with other nurses
and with patientss as' a means of gathering datu> theeurrent literature in'the fields' of nursings nursing ad
ministrations nursing researehs soeiologys hospital
administration and management'p was searched for studies
.which were related to the nurse-patient relationship and
for examples of'administration and its effect on that re
lationship o

These are used throughout by the writer for

interpretation and' analysis of findingSe

■

. In summary then# the following were used in the: •
study to followi

. '

'

■

f

:

(1) Data obtained by a nurse and public adminis. tration student as observer-participants
(2) Bata obtained by administration of an attitude
.. . test i© ascertain social distance felt by
1
personnel engaged in patient ©areSJ ■■ ''V;':-.

'

17
(3)
.,
/"

.Data obtained;by. writer .'s' ambiguous r ec tangl es
_used as organization eharts by 'eaeh level of
' the nursing hierarchy in one hospital,

: (il) Use of related studies in current literature
:
.in allied fields which could be used for ■
■analjsis and l;nterpretafion
' ''I’
:'

d-'i;

>4'',

,

CHAPTER IV

THE HIRSE-PATIMT RELATIONSHIP

. ' Ttie ^hospital i s' a eomplex'and ehaTTeiiging ©rgaH- ,
issatlon weaving human skllTss technioal equipments and
administrative structure into a unity of order to achieve
\

■

■■■

■

.

..

1

the socially valued objective of earing for the sick®
In the text of this study which deals with administrative
procedures of the hospital as it strives toward its objec™
tive> the above definition will be used'particularly as
it. expresses;the social:situation®

In the f ramework of

this social situation the nurse^patlent relationshlp takes
place o'

•,

■•

-

Both-the nurse' and the"pat 1 ent are people with
roles which are based on the expectation of others toward
himself®

To the patients the role may be confused when

he becomes ill and he constantly- tests those with whom he
comes in eontaet to determine what is expected of him in
this new situation®

As he sees himself mirrored in the

eyes of others8 and tests his behavior In the new situation#
he forms a n :idea of'iust who#: as a patient# h e ’is' expected'
to be# and how he must perform,®

On the other hand# the

.k' .. l LecSard: Reisspian and John H® Rohrer'(Ed® )® ' Change and Dilemma In the'''"Hursing Prof ession® .Hew,York's
G®
Putnam* s Sons# 19^?:# p® h®
™ •
'
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mursing personnel are also trying to find the explicit
meaning of the role of nurse®

Here the patl'eiit is expec

tations help to defines while the relations with those who
supervise and command add further clarity0

The self-

•

: cpneeph is the organization of qualities; traits and attrihut es that the person hell eves, is himself 0

The indi

vidual 9s conception of himself emerges from a ‘social inter-■
action and guides or ihflueriees the behavior of that
individualo ■

^

.

,

.

’ -

'.

; . ‘ ' The person whS'lb designated as a patient resembles ;
a child in many ways® ; frequently he is weak and helpless
from a physical standpoint'and psychologically dependents,
even naroi ssi stic ally r egress ed®

It'is no accident that in

the English language the- same wor d is used for one who cares
for children and one who'cares for the ill®^
|>roelalaed:that the "unloved child dies" o

Ferenczl

80 far ho one

has admitt ed that the uhloved patient 'dies s yet in many in
stances this would seem to he true*

Today stress is placed

on providing "TIG"g b u t t h e ;tender loving care is not just

■

a matter of providing for theemotlonal needs of the patient*
The hierarchy of human heOds is based on the satisfaction

-

of the physiological needs before the person is able to ad
vance to such fulfillment Of the wish for recognition® It •
1 John tf® Kinch9 "A Formalized Theory of the Self(3oneept," {Eesearch Hotelo '.American Journal of Sociology
Yol® LKTIII Ho® h (January l9S3) s po 202®'
.
'
^' G-eorge DevereauX and Florence Weiner® "The Occupa
tional Status of thevHurae® ll':American Sociological Review V
Volv XY (October 1950)g p® b29o

'

'

.
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£s first necessary to have an understood and acceptable
way to empty the bladder and bowel®

These are culturally

determined aspects which have been a part of the training
so early in a person 6s life that he cannot remember any
contrary.behaviors -in himself5-although he is quite willing
to- accept' it in a small: chi Id „ Basic to the physiology of
every human are needs for nourishment» fluids» motion^ rest
and elimination,,

These were provided from the moment of

birth by the mother until he was able to manage adequately®
When the patient enters the hospital there may be
confusion on his part as to how these matters are to be
handled®

He may well be incapable of any control over any

one or all of his basic needs®

He turns to the nurse* who

acts as the mother surrogate to provide the solution for
the problems caused by these quite basic physiological
activities without which his body cannot function®

His

expectation of the nurse then usually* is of a mother-figure
who is trained to solve his physiological handicaps and is
willing to do so®

After the physiological activities are

accepted* there is need of acceptance of himself as the
frightened person which he is®
The nurse* on the other hand* has an education which
is based on the physical sciences which should give her an
appreciation of the body and its functions®

If she is a

nurse she has given consent to taking care of these basic
;functions®

“ <r

'

Thte woman patient was In hyper ext ended posi«=
.. tion which was .maintained fey a body cast from
axilla to toeSo It was impossible for her'to
■ use her arms except"to reaeh up and over her
faeeo Her toileting needs were entirely dependent upon the nursing service0 The nurses aide
■ on the afternoon shift refused to admit that
she needed to eriipty her bladder and refused to
help her„ Each afternppn the patient waited
with intense diseomfoft'until the aide went to
1 supper9 when another aide's, not assigned to her ,
\ afeSp came in and,helped .the patient in the
east to empty her.,hladder so that the patient
■■ v could enjoy her own supper«, The first aide
, "
never inquired ahdut.the needs of the patiente",
The interaction of the nurse and the patient de
termines each one 6s expectations and readiness to serve o'
In this way the patient learns to trust in the nurse in
such a way that he

is willingto .expect the help from her

which he knows she

is willing to: giveo

She expects to

give the help® .There does not,have to be any discussion
of "delicate" mat ter 8$, for the patient feels that the
nurse understands his body 8s needs arid wishes to care for
:them® /
:: ;

i

: --

V ■:

■

" ■ ■:

^

:

There was a commode which needed, emptying
beside the bed of the patient with the myo
cardial infaretion* . Qn the window .sill were
two urinals> both full of:urine® In all#
there was probably a 2ij.-hour collection of
ekcreta around the bed in various containers®
The student nurse came to the instructor and
told her that the patient had asked for an
orderly to empty the various containers®
The student and instructor went together to
perform the task and it was quickly done® The
patient seemed quite embarrassed^ so the
• instructor sat down by the bed to see if a
relationship could be established wherein

Field Motes based on writer's observation in the
hospital situation®
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the elderly gentleman would "be made more com
fort:able about this problem'which was to be a
constantly recurring one@ Perhaps.he could
learn to express his needs as they arose® In a
few minutes he told her of his concern over
this problem over which he had no control^ i „e o»
his body insisted on eliminating Its waste
products and he was hot sure how anyone felt
: about vdi sppslng 'of themv The r eassurane e the
' nurse was able to give broughttears of relief
to the patient'
8s' eyeso After a"week in the :
. hospital he had not learned to trust anyone
enough to ask for this essential service« - He
said that his heart and its cohditioh did not
worry him as much as did his toileting needs 0

■

The patient did not have a clear expectation of
the nurse 1s pole, and no one had helped him understand . •
his role as a patient®

This happened despite the fact

that there is more formal role.orientation and instruc
tion for nurses®

Kate ho Kogan and Joan K c Jackson found

a .greater unahimity eoneerlhg the nurse1s role than that of
; the patient or of the physician, in all the groups they
'tche.cked«2^:.;h '

.I"//y:

The hurse-Patient:'"'relationship thens is seen as a ■
trusting, relationshipVin which the patient feels free to
ask for the help he needss and one in which the nurse be
cause of her role as a-nurse^ expects to give help which
will promote the welfare of the patient 0
The two women patients had been in, the twobed: ward together for four hiays, when one of
them asked the others MD© you know which nurse
is ours^ or do you feel „any of them are?'*

1
■p ibid,

;'V
.
:
V . Kate h® Kogan and Joan K* Jackson, trRole Percep
tion in Hospital Inter action o'* horsing Research s ¥olo X»
Ho® 2 ^ p,® 75® ''
. .
.■ - .
■

• The second patient replieds ,il think the
,

;

blonde may be our 'nurse®; She has given us all :
, our. inedicihes and we see her each dayv16
:/:; .

:
"1 am beginning ,to feel that way ^co-'O* I
, ■ believe if •I needed.something 1.wouldn’t.mind
.asking: her.for it> and I think she would give
;h/l 'dt. to Be: if she;.eotild®11.1' V ; v :■■ ■:. ' . '. ,...

';■; ■
.Thiss then» is the ■aaatomy and the physiology of
'the- nurse-patient -relationship' a: trusting relationship:
based -on -r eali stie'role per eeptions and exp eetat ions- of
both the nurse and the' patient^ and a willingness on'the
part of eaoh' to accept those roless

'h :

-• .

=:.. " 1 Field Note based on the writer *s observations i
the hospital .Situation®. / : ,
‘ / -

'■ r; '

,■ /•.
V
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In tHe model. fp5;=$heriiu»se^patleHt relationsMpj,
the stress is placed on the continuity of contact a
nurse has with the patient» Each new contact Involves
the stress of determining expectations of the new person#
the patient can divert'all df his energy into this one
channel alone when Interpersonal relationships are a
strain# with each new'dhe constituting a threat„

Nursing

service prides itself oh"piahnihg for the "whole person"
arid oh "totality" of'care# idoth based on the patient's
special needs from a pli^s'ieal, emotional and Social viewpbihto

Such ambitioh In1the huge organizatioh which of

necessity must yield to "bigness*# as in the modern hos
pital# is iBipospible»" :Ntirsihg care has' been broken :down

,

into "segmental p a r t i c i p a t i o n " b u t in the operation of
a nursing unit# the Whole is no longer the ’sum of its parts
Specialization and performAhce emphasis are particularly
functions of technical as Opposed to institutional irifluehe'es#

and depend oh; cehtralized management and specific

job assignment»

Management has control over the number of

; 1 Stanley H 0 ..Hdy .Jr:® -"Administrative .Rationality# .
Social Setting and Organizational Development." American
Ipurnal of Sociologys :.Vq 1 o LXV11I# N o s 3 (NoVo-, 19621# P® 301® p
'T
^ Ibid# p® 3 ^ ^ / ;;;;;.;
. r
' ri'-r
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categories of tasks*; and the patterns of Interaction
■
'
'
among the members performing them®
In hospitals^ direct nursing care is administer^
ed by these three groups of n u r s e s t h e nurses aides the
practical nurseg and the professional nurseo

.

Complicate

ihg the situation is the proliferation of sub-specialty
groups; Ward elerks> unit managers. Inhalation therapists^
intravenous therapist s

c entral supply technicians $ messen^

gerSf, transportation aides.j diet therapistss and volunteer
'workerso

Nursing functions contract arid expand with the

neeesslty for service.^

Functions which' have traditionally

belonged to riursing are given away and taken back at will,
of ten leaving the worker to whom such tasks are assigned,
uncertain, anxious and insecureo

Physicians and patients

want nurses who can nurse, but administrators of hospitals
are sometimes more concerned with finding nurses who can
provide the effective administration of nursing services.^
At issue, then, is safe and effective nursing care under
sensible management =
The nurse finds herself the hub of a complex activ
ity instead of the wheelo

She may be expected to coordinate

all the special services which are required for patient care,
for. technological expertise has forced specialization;
i James n e ThompsdUe Organizational Management of
O o h f l i e t o Admimlstrative Sc 1 ence Quarterly No0 ij.,
(March 1960), p« 392i
■
2 Eleanor hambertsono
Nursing has Changed, so
have Doctors, and Hospitals6^ Modern Hospital, Vol. XGIX,
No® ■-5s' Noyember 5 @ 1962, p«.X2|« '"" ;■'' ' •

-
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illness has beeome eompartmentalizedo

The complex oeeu=-

patien of nursing the patient is divided Into smaller
units which are more manageable and specific in defini
tion - which can be operated more efficiently and ration
ally»

Each has a particular function and is an interde

pendent part of a larger w h o l e B u t

in the large scale

organization today this may lead to diverse specialization .
and thence to de-personalised service in which the proper
use of hospital forms assumes a greater importance than
the care of the p a t i e n t T h u s nurses become involved in
administration instead of ministration«
The patientg admitted With a diagnosis of
,bronchiectasiss had three orders for medica■
tion© The medications ordered had to be •
administered by three different'members of.
. the nursing serviceo An inhaiation therapist
came to the bedside three, times a day and
■
started the Intermittent Positive pressure ap.paratuSj, then went on to his other patients
until time for the.first to' be discontinued©
The medication nurse came with a tablet in a
white cup at ten and at twog then a different
‘ K"
'- nurse brought a six p *clock medicafl on© .The ' •'
:
intravenous therapist-started a continuous
intravenous medication at ten' A© -M© Four
..
people were involved in carrying out the three;
■
. .medication order S o "

■

v ■ There was a special diet ordered which had
to be planned to avoid the patieht5s partlcu~
far idiosyncrasieso A dietician was called
to consult with the patient^ while later a
sixth and a seventh person delivered the tray
and removed it ©.. Two other members on the two
; . day;shifts brought in. the distilled water ,...

,...
'

'.'
1 .Relssman .and.hohrer.g .opoCit©.p© 93
'• 1.
'
, 2 Edythe Alexander et al« Hursing Service -Admin- .
'istratlono ; 8t©^ houls'ff fhe. G ,,. % i M o ^ y .Go77 19'52T”p
:;
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used for drinkings bringing the total to
nine people who were concerned only with
food* water and medication.during the six- •
teen-hour period0
... .
There were others who were concerned with,
additional needs of the patient1 during this
time® However* medications* fluids and
food alone required!the services of nine
distinct persons, of jSpeeialised ability® 1
The intravenous.therapist was concerned only with
starting the intravenous ,infusion0

When the needle was

anchored in the vein and t h e .solution dripped satisfac
torily* the therapist went to the next patient who. needed
the same servieeo

The vein .might not have been a part of a

living feeling human being* for the therapist gave little
or no thought to the emotions, of' the patient®

Her whole

eoneern was with the goal of starting the infusion expert
ly®

She then left to start &0re infusions over and over as

needed throughout the day!

Each patient could have said to

the impersonal and effielehtywdhker* "Remember* itfes..;me
;
”undbr!herel-! "
"

u

:

..

■

The inhalation therapist did not see.the patient

as a person* but as a chest Which required treatment with
oxygen under pressure;

One more' patient* in fact* like s ;

the dozens of others in many wards whose treatment was
assigned to him* and. which' became the: goal® _•This forms a
displadement of goals* for although the over-all objective,
was good nursing eare;to''patieflts'* his goal was^effiel.eht '
'administration of his particular treatment®

This.; has helped"

I..-.Field Hot es by the, writer as observed in the ;
hospital situation® ' '
: ■

nto create among those giving some specialized component .
of nursing, service^ S detachment .as weil as a lack of
responsibility for the total institutional and nursing
service program.

-

'

Specialization is neeessary in the huge organic
zation Mhich the hospital has become,, irhSIt with the de
personalization of the.task and the confining of function
to repetitious and monotonous tasks (i0e6 an inhalation
therapist may start forty intermittent positive pressure
treatments a 'day, do nothing else, and still be under •
pressure to finish his work) nursing service is being put
on an assembly line basis wherein the patient is like a
motor car which moves down the line with a bolt added at
this point, a fender at that', and some screws'tightened
at still another. '.This is an administrative device bor?
rowed from industry; which had need for just such a monoto
nous, but' highly refined, type of labor.

An administrative

device, borrowed from another organization having differ
ent vulnerabilities may destroy basic defenses*. “Scien
tific Management” techniques, for instance, might rein
force basic. defenses' in a giant- enterprise like General
Motors, but destroy,the defense of a smaller enterprise
like a hospital.

■

.

The nurses aide was tired after being hur
ried during the morning’s .assignment to
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

«

—

-

-

-

, Eleanor Lambertson® ”Mhy Can't Nurses.Manage to
Manage?11, Modern Hospital,^ol^ 'XCIi::. Ho* 11, (July 1962) ,
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:not f eeling wello "The trouble with this work
is that I don’t have.any feeling of accomplishmentV I!m not the least bit important and I ’m
not- getting anywhereo I ’m just a cog, so small
I ’d never he: missed01?l .Work' that seems'pointless' or does not provide a sense of ,
-'aehieyements leads to' frnstrationo^ :
.

"Scientific management has failed to uti
lize properly the greatest resource at its command;' the coaplek and multiple capacity ■ ;
of the people* On the contrary » » c o it
Vhas deliberately sought to utilize as narrow
:
a hand" of personality and as narrow a range
of ability as ingennity could deviseo
The ■.
process has been fantastically wasteful for
industry and society©“3

:

' ■
:,

The f ru str at ed worker a doing a fragment of the total nurs
ing care e an bring ■little to the bedside of the patient
except expertise in- a certain type of activityo

There is

nd time for understanding a person lying in bed saying,
^Rememberp itas me under there©'t
On the other hands the patient whose psyche may
suffer because he does not feel that he is identified as
the individual whom Se 13,' is. receiving life-saving care©
The treatments which he receives could not be given by just
1 Field Notes as. observed by the writ.er .in the
hospital ,situation© :
. ? George Strauss and Leonard R© Sayles© Personnel,
The Human Problems of Management© .Englewood Cliffs, h© J©
Prentloe Eall, Inc©, I960©
iames-Co-.Worthy, Some Observations on Frederick
¥« Taylor and the Scientific Management. Movement«” Address :
given to the Society for Applied Anthropology, Hew Yofk,
April 19, 195%, as quoted in Strauss and Sayles,' p » 37o

any personnel, ~ complex equipment is used which requires
'

■

:

■ ■■ ■

■

:

■ '

.

'

skill in handling effectively«
a solution to a problem
answer*

-

; ..

'

■■

■

.

So specialization forms

for which there

maynot be another

■

The nurse who,coordinates all the various services
which he receives,-- cannot give personal attention to the
patient for whom she has responsibility»

Surely then the

logical solution is the assignment of such duties as can
be delegated to otherso

In the present hospital milieu,

specialization is the sound

solution to the problem of giv

ing effective eare to the large number of patients who.
require it®

CHAPTER VI
.....

FUMG TI 0¥A3j A SSI C-RMEIT
TASK A m q m m P i c A T i o m

'

..

... v

Gooet 'organlzatloil delegates authorlty ln propor
tion to the responsibility that personiiel ean reasonably
fee expected, ‘to:' assuraeo

-..:Functional assignment Is one' of

the answers whi eh adminls tr at Ion lias off ered to tiie profe:lem .of staffingo

It operates under two different ei.tegor=»;;

lesj some assignments are made on the basis of tasks and
others are made on tfee feasis of function which is limited
by the ability of the person designated to perform®

The

practical nurse may fee afeleto assume many of the various
duties connected with patient careg but she may fee assigned
to take temperatures, pulse and respirations for all the.
patientss ■followed by all the blood pressure readings®

On

the other hand, a new nurses aide may fee quite limited in
the duties for which she is actually prepared! she will fee
assigned to those duties only, since she is not ready to
perform others®
Therefore assignments are made on the basis of
technical qualifications! especially where these limit the
tasks that the employee may reasonably be expected to per™
form®

This is true especially for the new nurses aide who

Is assigned within the framework of her special abilities .
.1 - • ' \1 Alexander, op®cit®s- p 0 .45o ,

.

- ^ v i ■''■''I /

•
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and deficiencies®

She will not be expected to give intra

muscular injections but with her in-service training she '
will be assigned duties which require manual dexterityj,
which she has praeticeds. There will be little responsi
bility giveno

On the other hand the division of labor may

be marked off by a specified sphere of competence In which
the person who is given a 'task is not limited to that one
but may be assigned because she can perform interchangeably

’

with many others for whatever duty may be given to her® "
A functional assignment in the hospital is the
taking of vital signSo- In the morning* while the night
nurse reports to the oncoming day nurses, the aides and
practical nurses will tttake the temperatures**0

This con

sists of going to each patients placing a thermometer under
the tongue and feeling for the pulse on the wrist *

The

resultant measurement is written on a chart opposite the
patient9s name’and room numbero

Wsually the aide, or nurse

performing the task will not use the names but M.11 know
the patient as a room and bed numbers so that the tempera
ture when recorded has no relevance for'Mrs* Marray or Mr®
Jones, but only for Room 258, Bed 2®

The person has become

a. geographical area, and his temperature, pulse and respira
tion belong to a space instead of a patient»

After the

vital signs for the entire nursing unit are recorded, the
ward clerk, who rarely leaves her desk and does mot know the
patient except through the record, places the figures obtained

... ';; - '

-x -;:\

^

^

^

on the patient *s individual grapho

^

-.;:'''':33;::

At no time is the tem^

perature pensonal and related to the patient involved un=
less there is some marked deviation from the normal valties|,
then the ward elerk will ©all it to the attention of the
head nurseo

The tearn leader$, who assnmes responsibility for

the patient8s nursing ©are^ may overlook the ^Temperature
chart

and not use this delicate measure of change in a per

son 's condition in making her; nursing care plans®
There is an advantage to- the functional assignment
from the ’administrative standpointo

It is a plan that

gives all the duties .in one eategory to one person® It saves
duplication Of expensive' equipments

One person, can take all,

the blood pressure readings with one sphygmomanometers but ,
four people become anxious:when all are supposed to do thisj,
if each waits for the equipment»

Usually under, such circum- '

stances it. is necessary to furhish several sphygmomanometers®
Such duplicatioh of many pieces of equipment is wasteful for .
they may be used only at a certain period during the day and
no other time®
specialization®

A second advantage, is that which is found in
One person doing the same job over and over

is likely to be more skilled in that particular task® Train
ing for a, f ew simple tasks is less expensive and time consumin
and the employee can be put to work sooner®

This last factor

serves as a dysfunction# however$ for frequently the nurses
aide will be placed on the nursing unit before she is really
1 Field Hotes from observations by the writer in the
actual hospital situation®

©oriipetent to proeeed0

One nurses aide in miiform may seem

like another, and In assignment of 'dutles she rmay be given
tasks for wkLlch 'sIie Is not prepared^

Usually personnel are

anxious t a :do•good Mdrk> but ;if they dahnot find out how,to
do ..It-," then anxiety states are translated: into hostile acts
toward themselyeSs their' eolleagues and their patientso The
nUr'se who was brought to reilere from another nursing unit
;^was^^ite lnseoure in::the new-’and unfamiliar surroundings 6
She resented leaving her usual unito

Is she gave treatments

to different' patients she asked 'how':'the treatment had been.
done on the previous day«

Then she ehanged the prooeduree

The patients dreaded the change but were submissive»
While the above functional assignments' are expedi
ent and efficient from an administrative point of view$, the:
functional assignment' according to ability has served to
protect the budget and fill the gaps in nursing serviee.o In
1923s the Goldmark report made t h e ;statement that “a definite
need'exists'for a cheaper "and less highly prepared nurse®M . V
It:';'was not: until:after World War:'11 started and the shortage:
of nurses began tot stir everyone to new and Ingenious soXutions to cope with the need that any recognition was given
•to the praetical nurse who had: always been on the fringes .of
the professiono

It WaS decided by the Nursing Profession

that the practieal nurse could be trained and given the care
' 1 Field Notes as observed by the writer in the hos
pital situation^
i

•

of the less acutely ill if she worked under the supervision

©f* a doctor or a nurse at all times*.- The Red Cross Hurses
Aides who were, trained during the War definitely established
a place for the quickly trained auxiliary worker who had the
ability to perform procedures with manual dexterity but without
basic knowledge of the nurse *s responsibility for the patient5s.
lifeo

Eursing service to the patient was examined with a eriti"

cal eye> as decisions were made as to which duties could be
safely- delegated to the nurses aide working under supervision
of the nurse®

©thers could be given to the practical nurse

to relieve the professional nurse of many of the tasks which
she had traditionally considered her special field, but which
actually seemed to be as well done when assumed by the nonprof essional nurse©
Functional assignment, both according to task, and ae-cording-to:competence, filled an administrative need in an
expedient and efficient manner ©

Fewer nurses were needed; their

skill was extended by making them responsible for less skilled
members of their nursing team© , However, the responsibility for
the patient8s life becomes disturbing when supervision is in
experienced, indifferent, or under-staffed®

©nee the decision

was made to use the less highly trained persong there was no
r

e

t

r

e

a

t

'

The nurses aide is a creature of expediency©
no promotion in the future for her©
i Alexander, opoeito, p© 380

.'
There is

Only additional training
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and in another categorys can change her status and offer
6challenge to hero

She t ends t o :react1in the way that her

co“'worker1
1s expectations lead her to see her job; she is
at the bottom of the totem pole, and the hetter paid workers
choose the work they wisho _This leaves her with the work
■Which they have considered(menial and which she also- sees
in that fashions

"/

Ihe 'expectations of the nurses aide are

that she will do a humber of’-repetitious tasks, rapidly, so
her emphasis is on "getting through =,w

Nurses aides tend to

value the patient who is passive, for such a person does not
interfere with their worko
may be a necessary evil*

In fact's work with the-patient

■■

Nurses .aides will hurry through

their work and gather to have ebffee together where they can
sit and relax*

Esther Lucille Brown tells of "watching two

aides Spend as much time in making an empty bed as one per
son 'should require t6Amake two or three beds®

Patients

were greatly in uebd of attention, and the general atmos™
phere of the ward was one of drabness and an appalling lack
■of amenities*w^
.

■'.

■' '

;

:

The manner In which any occupation or profession

functions is determined in part by the attitudes, values,
expectations and habit Systems developed by the members with
regard to their occupation*^

The majority of nurses believed

■ -.
^ E s t h e r .Lucille.Brown* Fewer Dimensions of■Patlent
Qare, Part 2 S Impr.ovihg Staff Motivation and Competence in
the General Hospital* New York: _Bus,sell Sage Foundation,
1962;,:'P« 2T*:" ' ;
' . ' ...
:,
' ;
.
2 Reissman .an.diRbhrer, oplcit *» p® 601
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Maafc’nurses aides' gave help or assistance by taking over
the metilal or minor tasks,,

With all the highly technleal

:nnrsing tasks to perform pins three, levels of nnrslng persohnel to 'direct and .snpervlse in order tpperform satis-:..',-,
factory nnrsing care, graduate nmrses do not have time -to
carry ont bedside care even when ■they are strongly motivated
.- 2 " " . ■1.,' ■
''
",\ ,
11 /
.
'’
■..„
'■. ■'.
to do sos
A stndy of:'nnrslng "functions in three hospitals
showed that professional nurses spend less time in the pres
ence of the patient than any other personnels clerical and
administrative duties absorbed their'time1

Purses aides

spent eighty per cent of their time in actual bedside care .
of the patients but were assigned to so many patients that
all personnel togethers the nurse with her average of twelve
mihutes daily with the-patients and the nurses aide who
spends nearly all her times gave a total nursing,care time
for each patient of one hour in a twenty-four-hour day
That this time might be spent .selectively was shown by Pran*
eoise Ho Morimoto who found that personnel spend six times;
as much time with preferred as with unpreferred patients«,
Even though the time spent with, the patient might be the same*
more time was spent in performing nursing procedures for the
unpreferred patients an unavoidable use of the times and the
time with the preferred patient was spent in. socializing or
'f

"V 1, lb ids pe 911

':

■" :

" '7.. 'X-

2 paye. Abdellah9 and Eugene Levine = "Work Sampling Applied to.the Study of Nursing Personnels’* Pursing Res ear eh 9
:Vol. H I Poo 1 (June 19%) ,. pi l$'+
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iis.e of time on a free ehoice basis®

The pejection of the

patient in all except one sphere of his eare» the physical
and required^ limits his opportunity for socialization and
re~soeializati©n which may be a grave need f or him, • Only as
the patient sees himself in relation to others*'in whom the
patient may see himself mirrored by their expectations and
reactions to himself* can tee. make a straight-forward and con™
tributire evaluation of his own behavior©

This indicates

that personnel can use the socializing role if they like* but
tend to use the impersonal approach for defense©
The nurse* who formerly gave total eare to a patient
who trusted her and expected to have those things done for
him which he was unable to do for himself * is now separated
from the patient by several levels of personnel© The nursing
care is fragmented into multiple specialties* each of which
dse:task-oriented®

The patient" then* instead of being a

human being who is-treated for his illness* is seen as a com
posite of many varied and highly differentiated needs* each:
of which requires a specialist in some area of nursing care©
T-

That the patient is not satisfied with his care is

evident from the numerous articles appearing in the press©
While in the hospital* the patient may complain* but more
often he remains a captive subject* hoping by submissive be™
1:Francoise R, Morimoto© ^Favoritism in Personnel- .
Patient Interaction©" Nursing Research"¥ol© III*, ho® 3 .
(February 1955}® p° 111©

.
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havlor to shape his environment "bo a more pleasant one®
He does complain after he goes homee
source of the many articlese
■care®

And :this is the

He asks-for understanding

Dolores Methven and Ro%etla Sehotfeldt In their re

search on the patient*s ability to help himself£, believe
that this capacity can be released by genuine acceptance^
ah interest in understanding another*S feelings and a 'cbntinning attemptto convey understanding by professional
. attempts to play a helping roleo

They found that' this

ability is in direct relation tonne^s education and train
ing in relationship

That p a t i e n t h a v e problems and

heeds was shown by a study done in a surgical ward in Cin
cinnati Den era! Hospitalo"

With careful controls» a random

sample of 200 patients selected on an alternate aidmission
basis;wasr studiedg to find existence Of emotional dis=.
orders as related to the etiology and pathology of the patient:!:S diseas69 and to his reeovery«i

Hone was found in

9 o$^g b u t .in 86% there Wae diagnosable mental disorder» '
■. : -L Personal communication,of March hs 1963s 'Chicago,
Illinois9 from Jack Star, ,
Senior Editor of Look Magazine® ■
wh® .used this phrase to caption one of the pictures used
to illustrate his article, ’18What Happened to the Surses?li .
look, Tolo XXfl, Hog 19 (September 11, 1962) .ppG 22-30e
2 Dolores Methven and Bosella Schotfeldt, ,6The
Social Action Inventory olt Mur sing Research, Vol 0 XI
Mo* 1). (Spring 1962), p J #36

The study considered these as being stresses which change
.
»■
: '■ ■ ■ 't ■
.■ ' ,
ed the balane@ for redpyepy»
If there is such a high
rate im the surgical patient who is considered to be less
involved in such problems than the long term medical pati
ent s then perhaps it is safe to assume that few patients
ehtef a" hospital for care'without 'experiencing some person=
al emotiohal problem* ' it cdulh be assumed that this: should
be a. coneern of the hospital whose goal is 'patient 'eareo ;
. The mbst,c apable persoh should be the one to care for the ..
; patiente
-

':- '■

.--■ '

-

'The patient's central figure in the nursing ear©s

for whom the service has been fragmented into its least
common denominator and given to each according to his abil
ity to performs, sees the entire situation as a confusing •
and blurred pictureo

Early in the morning he is awakened

by an, aide who thrusts; a thermometer under his tongue with
perhaps an impersonal 11Good mornings,18 or perhaps no greet
ing at" alio

Following hers another person may help with 1 -

:his morning toilets and a third bringsrthe breakfast .tray
which 'Is placed in front of ■•hime ' He’m a y '‘find 1some error

.
'

on the tray, or wish to report the cold coffee; he speaks
through a mesh diaphragm in the wall beside his bed to an
impersonal voice which says that everything will be taken
care of 0

Still another person comes■to his rescue with a

1 Israel Zwerling et alo "Personality Disorder and .
■the Relationships of Emotion to Surgical Illness in 200
Surgical EatlentSo" American Journal of Psychiatry9
Vol*- CXI I, (October 19^5), PP.o 270-277o
:

.

:

pot ©f hot coffeee

' : ' . \

'

A nurse brings a tray of medications'

after breakfast and eonsults his wristband to determine If
he is who he says he iss and satisfied by the name on the
bands she gives him his particular portion from the trayo
Later another aide eomes into the room and asks if he has
bathedo

The matter:is discussed and a decision' made<> If ,h©

is able to go to the bathroom and shower he finds his bed
made when he returns| otherwise; a compromise; is made and some
specific action taken* ; : So thrbughout the day various people
come into his room,, unbidden,, and attend to some part of his
©are at their convenience® :,/

‘'i

Bbbert Euark,: writing in; his column of his experi-

"

enee says: “Schedules■in most hospitals are designed to fit
the convenience of the staffi' If you are there for■a rest#
you are awakened every hour on the hour$ beeause the shift
changes s » '« t ; »■ ;s there is such a steady procession of
personnel through yoTar roOm that you might as well ,be living
in the lobbyo"

.

.

1 Field ,Notes9 as- observed by. the writer in the actu
al hospital situation« ‘
', ;-.';

' :

C E A P W VII

'

■ ; THE- HliMHaHlAL;;ARBABWlEHr. OF .EERSIHG STAFF
G-ood organization; delegates authority in propor
tion to the responsibility that pe2?sonnel can reasonably
V .'
1
be expected to assumeo
Mo hospital administrator can
possibly discharge his responsibility for coordination
through direct contact with each of several hundred workers
Managerial responsibility^ therefore^ is exercised through
a hierarchy.of authority^ which furnishes lines of eommunication between top management and every employee for obtain
ing information on; operations and transmitting operating,
directives^. Each office is under the control and supervi =•
si on of a, higher ©ne» ■ Each official in the administrative
hierarchy is accountable to his superior for his subordi
nate* s decisions and actions as well as his own. - To be
able to discharge his responsibility for the work of sub
ordinates j, he has the, right to issue directives and they
have the duty to obey them.

This authority is strictly cir

eumseribed and confined to those directives that are rele
vant for official Operations.

The use of status preroga

tives to extend the power of control over subordinates
beyond these limits does not constitute the legitimate ex.' "1
p
.
.
:
ercise of authority®.•
Alexander $ .et al^ op® cite/ p® I}.5
, ,;: 2 Peter M® Blau® Bureaucracy in- Modern'. Society.® '
Hew York: Random. HOu ses 1956 ®: p® 29.
;

:

Authority is a social situation^

It is the rela

tionship between two peoples wherein one person gives
dlreetivesj‘but the willingness of the subordinate to ac
cept the directive determines whether or not the superior
has authority®

It is an exercise of social control, then^

which-rests on the willing compliance of the subordinate;
it is an observable pat torn of 'interact Ion and not an offi
cial definition which can be granted by an organizational
charte1- The disciplinarian superior' exercises, rigid controls ,
but the lenient stiparior asanjammQ.date® the subordinate and
thereby establishes social' obligations which are a source
of control in themselves0^

Some superiors operate by elos

ing eyes to actual situations, and using instead the sanctions
of ;the evaluation reporto

I t .Is less.threatening to obey the

orders of an authority figure, beeause he is duty-bound to
issue them, so the subordinate *s self-esteem can maintain its integrity®

.

On the other hand, the workers^can sayj .“That, is the
.superyisor1s .reaponsibility and ■not .mine,M thereby forcing .;;’.;
a decision on the part of the superior, while exercising a
definite control over the Supervisor^ ’ Clients, customers,
and patients can be scapegoats-for aggressiono

The superior

often blames them .for the unreasonable demands she may make
upon the Workers- especially .those: ,which inconvehience himo
The head nurse uses the pity for poor sick,patients as an\

excuse to a sir the nurses aide to work overtime without pays

6i» to give her'turn for the holiday o' If she stands with
the sapl o y e e

ridiculing

the client or patient 9 she reduces

: antagonism against herself toy standing malted with him
against the threat of the outs id er<>

Many nurses dislike .

supervisory administrative duties for many times they must
parcel out jobs to auxiliary workers which are not supposed
to b e their s and for' whi oh inadequat e pr eparat ion has b een
given o' Then she must answer for the outcome o

On the

other hand$ employees feel very anxious about duties which
they are not qualified to: assume„ and protect themselves by
being very submissive to the directives and standards of the
institution which they obey without any external restraint®
Hiaile hierarchy is a prerequisite for effective co
ordination in a large organization members cannot be equal
in status and power®

Intense; feelings of 'inferiority in=.

hibit identification with am organization and its ©bjee»
tives, lessen interest in performing one's tasks, to the best
.©f one Vs.' abilities^ kill initiative and reduce chance that- :
emergent .operating problems will be met<> Employees may eon®
:Aider themselves tools rather than partners and be unwilling
to assume responsibilities of their own®

8uperiors9 whose

responsibility requires that they have some control oyer
subordinates 9 are under perennial temptation to use that
Everett C® Hughes9 Helen McGill Hughes and Irwin'
Deutseher0 '. Twenty Thousand nurses Tell Their Storyo'/y
fhi.ladelph%a3:
'St.Lippinebtt Company^ ,195&s> P ® -178® .-; ;■

power;not only in the interest of organization hut in their
interest.

They make minor inequalities major ones 5, just ,;

for the sake of dominating otherse
The head hurse assigned the same time to the
same group of patientsuday after daye The ease
in earing for people who were not strangers
made the work .pleasanter:for patient vand workere
The nursing service had the feeling:of respon
sibility for a patient5, and the pleasure of
seeing their patient Improve. There seemed to
be a good relationship between the patients and
; their team.
,
.■
-;,
When the assistaht head nurse assumed author =■
.
ity on the head nurse's day .off duty* she made
;
• no assignments .uhtil after the morning report oThe nursing personnel could not listen-for
their own patientip- repohtj for they had no idea
what 'their 'assignment, would be. Everyone was
. on edge during .reports for they"did not know
what the resulting assignment would be. After;
- report, the assistant head nurse made the
>■
;,
.assignment. She ihvariably changed the groups
arounds so that the. team leader had different
members than those with whom she was accustomed
to work. She had a different group of patients
than she had been working with and concerning
whom she; had gained'a fair degree of knowledgee
There seemed no real reason for this complete
upset on the head nurse's days off except the '.
wiish to show authority01::
•
' ' .,
Lesser inequalities promise to find expression In a_ more
highly motivated working force.

When people are not acqu

ainted there is a certain amount of mistrust.

But when a

team works together for some times ;the members assume a cer
tain equality; based on the good performance of the duty which
is assigned, regardless of its rank in the hierarehial scale.
There is the same deftness and expertness in giving a patient
1 Field SoteS, from observations by the writer in the
actual hospital situationo ,
•

■fe cup: of tea through a drinking tube, as In Injecting a
life saving drugo

.

The fact that one requires' more skill

than the other should not be the criterion on which perfor
mance Is judged; rather it should be how well the person
performs the task which he is doing®

It is more to be

desired that one gives a gracious!cup of tea than a sloppy
.ineffective injection which causes paliio
,;

a

Like other1'organizations 'which exist for production .

of goods or services^ hospital's hare: learned the art of ■
making the organization charti

These charts are a.state

ment in shorthand of the pattern of rules according to
whlWh the regular tasks of the institution are to be carried
outj, and the members of the organ!zatloh ideally relate to
each other in task performance«

They form a picture of

the way; things are supposed to be done and inherent in them
are ■eharaeterlsties Of the value systera of American culture!
responsibility*- authority^ command j status s .prestige^ obedi
ence* and submlsslono -Qn the chart there may be references
to the places where people have beds5 where they.bring their '
emergencies ,, and where their babies are' borne But there is
no ref erence whatever to the patient' himself 0

It would

appear that if the chart portrays intefaction or relation
ships that the central object of the hospital would appear
-L Jules Henry9 "The Formal Social Structure Of a
•Psyehlatrie Hospital,,18 Psychiatrya Vol0 ZTIIj, (Hay 1954)$
p© li|.0> This excellent article has been used, extensively In
the.preparation of this paragraph©

6ia this ehart in his proper posltiono

James ,D» Thompson

says that the elassleal, theory of organization included
behavioral relations ordered by a single unified structure
>
" .7 " ',v . :-’
:
from.which the olient; i s exeluded0,
But ■the interaction
and relationships span the rules within the environment
whi eh include of necessity^ the client or in the hospital^
:the patient o
7 7

’7

'

An :
a,mhiguous group of rectangles which could be

;

organized Into an organization chart was given to nursing
" '' , ' ' ' .
.A'. ..,37: - .
" ,'7 '
. ,.7,
personnel who were aslced to draw the relationships of
7
their particular nursing TOit in a scalar system^ ■ The
•Director of Hursing Servlces and the line of authority
through;'their own ward' dhiy was to be pictured0

No one in

cluded the pati ent on -her 'chart = 'When ■the worker was 7

;

finished$ and'started■to hand her flhished orgariizational
■chart back to"ther'Priterp'iShe' was/askedrto place the pa
tient in his position on the7 chart e

On Figure 2 the

results show that the nrrsing personnel in one hospitals.
at any level in the hierarchys tiended to see themselves as
the Thighest level which had direct contact with the patient
The professional nurshs'who;:were all at team leader level
or supervisory^ saw the patient interacting at their level
or belowo

All were cognizant of the central goal of the

hospital and most maihtaihed the patient was the central
7';
7I James B 0 Thompson0 ''Organization and Output
Transactions0,8‘ American. Journal of SocioloCTs Vol6 DXVIIl.
Io6
November 1962,7'pr.30.9-*
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LEVEL OF M T I M T INTERACTION WITII' NURSIHG' PEKSOMEL A S SEBf B T ' m C H LEVEL
OF THE EUR SING SERVrCE HIEMRCliY OF A. TUC'SON HO SP ITAL 'MD^HMVERSITY
NURSING INSTRUCTIONS ¥H0 WERE ACQUAINTED WITH BUT NOT PART OF THE HOSPITAL®
ALL INDICATED' HIGHEST .LEVEL AT WHICH NURSE-PATIENT INTERACTION TOOK PLACE»
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figure5 although interaction began’on their levelo

The

Director of Nursing Service stressed that the patient was
in-the middle of: the whole organization^

The supervisor^

oh the next level in the chain of'"eommandi, carefully ex
plained that the Director no longer had direct epntaet w i t h .
.patients, but went info specific detail about her own re
lationship with the patient So

The head nurse and team

leaders did not see the supervisor as engaged in interaction ,
with the patient,So

The orderly was bewildered®

To him the

patient did not Interact with anyone except himself 0
d

" Those professional nurses who were well acquainted

with the ward on which the survey was made, but who were '
not involved ih :the 'organization-except as instructors
with student nurses, tended to see the situation :W
ly different subject.

a total

When asked to show at what point pa

tient interaction took place, there was no threat to their
own self-esteem as nurses, so they tended to place the pa
tient where they saw him interacting with the personnel®
The :comment was made, 11It :shouldn’t'' be this way, but this

^

is the way it Is®- ' ": -

V

'

v '' 'i ;

\

p

;

. The patient has :expressed .himself through the press..

in his complaint abput nursing Service and about the- func
tional system of assignmento

It is well to listen to him

tell his impressions about the hierarchial systems
^In .ajay'modern hospital a pecking order similar
to _that seen in bird flocks may be observed® Of
course differences between•birds and hospitals

5o
exist e » 6 o The stronger M r d gains for all
time the right to peek the weaker,, The human
.beings in a hospital situation are accustomed to
symbols as surrogates for phy sic al eorabat & These
are. expressed in degrees$ 'such as S® E)ss R®.loS
or H® 'Se.® e; .0; 0 «> 0
one .important different!ation between the birds and the hospital peeking
■ orders® It lies in the ability of the birds to
recognize.one another6 People hare had to develop
elaborate systems of insignia and dress to ensure
the recognition of rank which is intuitively
grasped by the birdso 0 • .»..■« The variety of dress
provides a clue to the peeking, order and not a
.funetional guide for the casual visitor to the
hospital® Top man on the peeking pole is the
doctor«
. '

■

'

d «, e.1 I =, e = o » Although the registered
nurse may not have worked through as many years
of school as the doctor, she has worked her way
through more uniforms «, » «, » = «, . «, The orderly
relationships of the nursing eehelons are prob
ably the most el early defined of any in the
hospital and are'reflected in a veritable rain
bow array Of uniformso, The trained praetical
nurse wear's•"white/, but without a registered
nurse’s pin, and her consequent: lack of authori
ty to- dispense medications leaves her'not a 1
sooial leg to stand" on» The nurses aide may be
in green, the orderly in tan, and who can.forget
tile gray lady? o » o « ® o e » » e » a @ @ * .» .
o o d o » o.» o o. o «, The bottom of the pecking
orderis represented by its own peculiarly hu
miliating uniformd The hospital patient, out
ranked by the lowliest pantrywoman, is exposed
literally, and figuratively in a short white
chemiseo/'This garment, barely reachihg to midthigh,: is split the length of the back and inadequateiy f astened- at the neck with two strings®
If a ;patient thinks that his position as Chairman
of the Board of "twenty-two large industries gives
him any status, his hosp/ltal gown is calculated
to dispel the delusional 1
The effect of the status system found in the nursing

service of hospitals is shown oh Table 2,where answers to a
Taubenhaus, Marjoriee ‘hospital Hierarchy,re
Atlantic , CC1II (dune, 1959). pp® 88-90® ••
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"ATTITUDES OP PRIEHDLI1ESS INDICATING- SOCIAL
DISTANCE TOiSARD PATIENTS BY T¥ENTY-PIYE:NURSING PERSONim 1 '
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Data from questions relating to social distance as tested by attitude of
friendliness of nursing personnel toward patients0 University of Arizona
Junior nursing students and nursing unit personnel who were engaged in
direct patient eare showed feeling of friendliness by disagreement with
.questions:,. Priendly f eeling is interpreted as indicating the amount, of
social distance felt by nursing personnel toward patientQ

1 This attitude questionnaire' is suggested by Peaflin and Rosenberg^
It is shown in;detail in Appendix A 0 r
^ I ; 'v ■
A
• :

■

: .52:

v:. :

: <|ues:ti#ianair.6 based, on feelings of nurses 8 friendliness

;
■: ;•

- toward.the^patient seemed to be related to the social .
distance from the patiento

Pearlin and Rosenberg had de- .

vised the questionnaire in an effort to show that those
who were in close cbntact; With the patients and therefore
the one on whom the patient must depend for intenaction9

■’

tended to feel the' least 'frlendliness toward the patiento .
'vThe results were replicated by :•the' writer when the attitudes
■h f nuhsihg unit personnel who were in the positions of di=.
rect contact with the' patient were recorded on a similar
tssti

University'of Arizona student nurses were;used for'

eontrolSo. Idealistic concepts of nurse-patient inter
actions are taught in the Universi%. programo

Tatile 2

shows that the diffefend# in their'attitudes'of friendli
ness' and apparent, lack ofsocial distance to be at a
level that coull npt he 'reached by reason of chance as :• ■::
measured by the chi.square probability test at-less than
one in one hundred^oheufranees0

The personnels who are in

a position whieh.is. dictated by rules and standards# whose
position is insecure in the nursing, hierarchy^ yet who must :
; be the ones who give direct care to the.patient feels. .
: threatened by giving the; type of :care for which patients
, ask, ^ ■understanding care based on individual dif ferenc es ®
The relationship between hurse and patient may be governed
by the information each has about the other&^

Where this

1 Charles Kadushln, ^Social Distance Between the
Client and the Professional =*5 American Journal of Sociologys,
¥ol 0 hKVII (Iferch 1962)^ p®. b!7o
'

is th.e casei, the hierarehial system may tend to he a dyS'
function in the achieving of the hospital's central goal
the care of the "sick: persqne.-

^

. /

,.

•v

DECISION HAKIHS F O R •IESTITUTIOBAL SAFETY

:

If Indivi&als iare in a social system where they
are unable -to accurately, predict their Interpersonal lm=

'

pact upon otbers? and other!s impact upon themselvess they
may begin to feelvconfusedo

ls¥hy are people behaving that

way toward me?" the patient wonders as the nurse asks h i s :
name, then cheeks with the wrist-band to be sure the pati
ent has told her correctlyo
know my own name?"

"Why doesn* t she trust me to :>

Such a question is not sanctioned in a

rationally dominated system, much less answered; so the
patient feels bewilderedo . This:turns to-frustration and
feelings ©f failure regarding personal relationships» In
’an' attempt to regain one 8s' ■self -esteem., the patient may /
question the honesty ahd. genuineness Of the ''Interpersonal
!behavior of the nurse®

Simultaneously, he may place; a

greater value upon behavior which gives him a f eeling of
success| the suppression of feelings which will increase
the probability that questions of mistrust and confusion
will be exp lor edo"*"

"1 told her I was all right," the pati

ent said regarding one nurse with whom she had a lack of
1 Chris;Argyris * Int erp ers onal Comp etenc e and
Organizational Effeetivenesst Homewood, Illinoisi The
Dorsey Press Inca, 1962, po
,■ . „
■. .;.

rapport®

nI felt that unless I was a good (unquestioning

and undemanding) patient# she would not like me®

I had

seen patients that nurses did. not like and"-watched them
being avoided# so I knew the best thing I could do was to ;
be a 1good 8 patient# so I never complained or asked for
anything®"^

;'"" "

Another patient asked to have the side rails left
down until he was ready to go to bed for the night®

"You

have to have- your, side r ails- up now9n he was told in a man
ner that asked for no rebuttal®

,$lf you like you can sign

a slip in the office to not have side rails# but 1 must
put them up now#, and you are not to put them down until
morning ®M2 .. The rule was exact and inflexible# for this
aide who was the lowest member on the totem pole®

Side

rails went up with backrubs ~ it was a rule which she had
been given and she did not have authority to make on-thespot decisions regarding exceptions®

.Furthermore# being

a relatively simple soul# she. did not have the ability:to
sustain-the type of relationship|iwith a patient wherein an
explanation and willingness to return and lower the side
rails on call could have been used®

It is possible that

the aide didn't know how this rule came into being! experi
ence with older people who might be confused because of
their strunge environment,# and with all patients under seda- -L Field Notes# from observations made by the writer
in the aetual hospital situation® This particular quotation
paraphrased by at least six other patients# and from’former
patients' comments# apparent.ly is one of the mores of the /
ho spifallzed pati entv

2 Ibid

56

tions.the only safe way for the hospital to handle the
situation seemed to h© a rule': - All "aide raile are to be

.

put up before sleeps or when a patient is under sedatlono"
While the protection was: for the. patienti the rule was
made for the benefit of the hospital^ to whom patients
falling from their beds presented a grave problem in 11abllityo

For the aide a simple way of being sure the rule

was followed was to visit each patient and after an offer
of a backrubs pull up the side rail's before, leaving the '
room*.: That this meant such irrational conduct as placing
side rails .around patients who were ambulatory and eared
for their own toileting was not considered*

It was the

rule; it was followed blindly and without exception*2
There is constant concern among nurses about the
importance of individualizing and personalising patient
‘care -and yet'this -is made more and more difficult for personnel to accomplish by the. kinds of decisions.which have
been made*

The power to make decisions in nursing practice

is centralized while the need to make decisions, is widely
dispersed«, A glance at Figures 3 and 1|_ will show the flat '
iorganizatibn form'used before specialization and introduc
tion of many levels of personnel with the people who had
need to make decisions in contact with those who could make
them or who ■cbp.ld delegate that responsibility?,- The decision
maker was never more than a second person away from the
. Field Rotesg from observations made by.the writer
in the -actual hospital situation*

Food

Housekeeping

Treatment

Medications

Laundry

Nurse

Patient

FIGURE 3
THE MODEL FOR NURSE-PATIENT INTERACTION. ONE NURSE GIVES DIRECT CARE TO
THE PATIENT, WITH ALL SERVICES WORKING THROUGH NURSE.
vx

Nurse

Volunteer

Oxygen
Therapist

Housekeeping

Ward Clerk

Nurses Aide

I,V.Therapist

Practical
Nurse

Patient

FIGURE 4
NURSE-PATIENT INTERACTION IN NURSING UNIT WITH FUNCTIONAL
ASSIGNMENT AND SPECIALIZATION. NURSE CARES FOR PATIENT
THROUGH NUMEROUS SPECIALIZED WORKERS AND LEVELS OF SUB
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL. MAJORITY OF TIME IS SPENT IN
COORDINATION.

patient fs bedside^ and the rules could be applied in his
particular situation with rigidity or with utmost riexibility«, for the rule-maker could base the decision on the
body of facts related to the specific situation. Decisions
, by decree^ 'directive# memorandum or delineation of explicit
methods of procedure carinot take the individual patient and
the nurse into'account| they must be specific and broad to
cover any eventualityo-

There is one ultimate goal# to fur

ther standardise and routinisi the nursing care for the
protection of a hospital which is dependent upon its least
trained nursing employees and- highly specialized ones for
'direct nursing cahe and interpersonal relations with the
patieht# as shown in.FiguTe

Such insistence on con

formity tends to engender rigidities in official conduct
and to inhibit the rationaf .'exercise of Judgment needed for
the performance of the t

a

s

k

s

"

; Of course the rational element cannot be depended
Upon toicompress the wbrker^h^aetivities into the narrow
limits defined by the deci sions found in the rules and
regulations..

People are hUman and the nurse as well as the

patient rebels.

People Wiliiaet like human beings# often

. friendly and sometimes annoyed# rather than like dehuman
ized# impersonal machines.

Violation of some rules is in

consequential for the drgahizatlon when as a general pattern
the important rules are obeyed®^

.

i Dorothy Johnson# “Consequences
Personnal#",American Journal' of. .Eursing#
page ;9@l : ) ■
•^ Peter M® %DlaU# Bureaucracy and
p.
o
;
v."h-ilv:. ■ -

‘•
for Patients and
LKII. (May 1962) $
. „. '
Modern Society#
.
T: . ■

, .The rule was made that each medication must
.
be p©ured■into 'a separate"' eup$ resulting ins
.
' for some:patients> four small cups with one lit
tle pill in each of them.0 The extra bother to
the staff'nurses who poured, the medications
seemed ridiculou^ and the rule had no sound basis
to them either for shfety to the patient or for
the hospital® Rules of an informal tg^peg unwritten and passed on by wor d of mouthy decr e&d
that all digitalis preparations be. pbured-in a
separate cup from Other medications^ so the
VI nurse could count the pulse before gluing .it»
■ - Y, If it were: ■©Ontra”lndioateds^ it was easily dif =Y \Y
- ferentiated'';from-Ythe:
:'other^ medications* 'At night P
Y
sleeping pills were to ;be placed in, a separate'
cups in ease the patient did not take one®
These rules made sense to the nurses who .poured
and administered medieationSo When the new rule
came outg thereYwas general non-acceptance® The
staff nurses laughed at it and continued pouring medieations, as beforeo By the time the new.,
rules were read and printed for all, a supple
mentary sheet followed^ allowing medications to
be poured as they always had been ®1

■

;
''

•Y;''Y; :’ '
- : Y,:; : i ; Y Y
, :Y b :
Y .■
: :; :.Any observation of a .social', group will show ,it.to
be governed by an informal organization whose rules are
never recordedj, but are strictly adhered to®, -The norms of
the; ward are a part of the social interaction®

;)

The aides speaking with the writer told of
the.head nurses !tShe is very hard to;work for® Y
In fact lots of/nurses aides won’t work on this • ;s
: flooro Some have said they will-quit if they
are sent to our ward to work® But she is fair®
;
'She insists that, the patients are- taken eare Yof; ;Y’ /
and ■she knows what eyeryone does and whether
'
they do the things they are Supposed to do or :: : • Y, Y
Yhof®M2.Y" .
■
''
’:
:
'Y ■

The objective of the hospital was reflected in the

goal of the nxn?sing administration - to care for the sick®
1 Field Botess from observations made by the writer
in the actual hospital situation® •
2 ibid®
:.
.
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.fhe director of m r s i m g service believed in this goals .Her
shMEew was a long one wjaieh fell over her supervisors and
head rilirses and inculeated them with the objective of good
nursing ©are.

But to be effective? the norms must be en

forceable and the.individual's desire to remain a part of
the group brings about his "conformity®

Every member must

be motivated with the same desire to serve®
:

Policies are stated in'broad long-range terms that

express or stem from the philosophy of the organization'8
top authorityoA

Procedures' are the way in.which such poli

cies are carried outa Alex Bavelas feels that'deeisionmaking is "uncertainty-reduction11

As an organization

becomes larger9 supervision and leadership have to extend
Ithemselyesi it is necessary tb minimize the chance for error?
.even at the expense of Innovation and imagination®;

It is

■

necessary to hold'what has been won? and frequently the
system? finally established through a high expression Of
personal leadership? becomes an end in itself®
The policies are-planned in advance of the speci
fic Incidents with due edasideratloh of hpw they will meet
.the hospital 8s goals better than on-the-spot decisionso
This;;Saves time in handling individual eases and .gives a
.basis for dec I si one v.; Theif act' that 1stich' action is preplanned makes it easier"to accept®

'■ ’
. .

The patient walks into

1 Juclus? Michaei Ho Personnel Managements Ed® 3®
Homewood? Ill® Hie hard. h*. Irwin Inc .o 19556 p®. 39 ®
'
2 Bavelas, Alex® "Comment: Leadership e Man and Func
tion," Administrative and;Science Quarterly Eo® it? 1939~60®
mrch,.19#%'pp®
\
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tlae admitting office and surrenders himself to the hospital«>.
An admission agreement is given to him to read, consider/
and sign<>, This gives the patient'the ground rules which the
hospital plans to follow for himp and which he is expected
to followo

The fact that this is hot a personal affair,

but planned for all patients equally, makes it a simple mat
ter for the patient who must enter the hospital to sign and
surrendero

It is his first submission to rules which are to

shape his existence until he leaves the door on discharges
and even then he will follow the custom of the hospitals Al
though he can walks he must ride in a wheel chairs for the
hospital must maintain its ^uncertainty reduction" until it
is relieved of its responsibilityo^
The nurse in her close relation to the patient and
her direct contact is in a special position to absorb the
functions which rightfully belong to otherse
duty around the clocks

A nurse is on

The doctor makes rounds in the

morning and the authority for the patient is turned over
to the nurse» rather because she is present for the remainder'
of the twenty four hours than because of her ability or in
tentions®

The business office closes* the dietary department

puts•the clean supper dishes away and leaves* and the pharma
cist closes his window and goes home 0 The nurses are left
alone in the hospital* usually with auxiliary workers®

As

the expert they assume responsibility for all the patients
t Field Hotes from actual observations made in the
hospital situation by the writer©
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and for the conduct of the colleague whose work they must
direct:., ,If part of the staff does not report for duty the
nurse is expected to" somehow care; for ■the nursing needs of '
the patient So

There is a high absentee rate among the lower”

salaried employees and a; high turnover rate among the nurses
aideSo

■

The institution1s goals are- not communlcated to them

and they do not see themselves "as part of the over-all pic
ture of .caring for

the sick'ih the hospital® So, it is easy

for them to stay home and leave the nurse to .extend herself
a little further0
below!

;

Such nights resulted in the two incidents
;

,

-

''

?The night hurse gave the report in a tired
voiee® She seemed exhaust ed®' ’®It sounded like
9State Hospital8 around here all.last night ®
,
That man down i n :;2lt,8 .yelled all nighto I couldn’t .
understand him fdr he doesn51 speak English andI haven’t any ilea what he wanted® I never was -'
So glad to see morning-®”!
„
,
"The patient in 268 yelled ’Doctor^ Doctor! ’
I-went in and tpld.hlm that the, doctor wouldn’t
be here until mbrnlng%;;but he just kept calling®
Finally I went in and-1did him he would just
have to keep still for he was disturbing the
other patients and I cduldn’t call the. doctor® “2

/

Such a. nurse, if she had had the time and the under
standing, would have sat down by the bedside until the patient
knew she was interested in what he wanted®

In all probability

neither wanted what it seemed he was calling forj he wanted
reassurance from another human being.

Some Interaction on a

Field Hotes made in the hospital situation tlarough
the Observations of the writer@

human leir©1> e y I n

a foreign tongue^, would have helped

the non=*English speaking patient through a night that was •
for him a 11State Hospital- also 0

The nurse had too many

other, things to do to use her imagination and self in a
helpful wayp and both nights described above will go down
as pandemonium to the unfortunate sick people who shared
the ward»

Such activity does hot further the goal of the

nursing service = to give good nursing careo /When •a pati«=.
ent enters the hospitai/he becomes childlike and may be'
ekpected to'act accordinglyo

The hospital may appear to be

pro t ec tive o r i t may s eem to b e dr eadfully thr ©at ening» -If :•
it represents' the sheltering roof or the protective 'mother :
then no thing can happen to him 0 He can regress without re
proach and in safetyo

His needs to be loved* cared for* and

fed like an infant can be Satisfied without compromising his
consciously preserved maturity and adult integrity*^

If

the night is dark and lohely and pain eauses sieep-preventing■
anxiety*1the old man may'Cr^ Out for the doctor as he cried
for his: father when he has a child/and feared the monsters
of the/dark«> His fear;iaa^''1 end' him to seek reassurance* v::
throwihg off the restraihtS'of 'maturity«

' ■;

One.study showed

that the/ use of a nurse or/aide sitting at the bedside during
the night,when patients exhibited fearful behavior and became
1 Samuel Bojar* '-.The Psychotherapeutic function of
the :General .Hospital Hurse*11 Hur sing ©utlboks Vol0 VI
Ho0 3 (March 19^8)* p 0 l52e,
? Karel Planansky and ftoy Johnstono Hlfursing Ward
Therapy as an Alternative to. Restrainto” American-, Journal, of
Psychiatry, Vol. CXVIII (August 1961)* ppt % 8-l^l6 ""
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Hwild and restless11 out dowa needs for restraints or se
dation to a significant degree*
The secure employee who is well indoctrinated with
the aims of. the institution# who has internalized the stan
dards and norms with which he works#.can be allowed dis
cretion and initiative taking*

This is too risky for the

insecure employee# for initiative taking involves the possi
bility’of failure,,

Only identification with abstract stan- ■

dards and security in the right to exercise judgment permits
disciplined discretion in finding new solutions which will
conform to the policies df 'the institution*

Such an employee

would have risked not doing some routine task i n order to
take time to give attention to the two men which would have
comforted them and those" around; them*

Discipline has as its

motive neither the restriction of initiative nor the destruc
tion of imagination*
Sixteen-year-old Bill hdd been in traction for three
monthse '"He couldn't move the leg which had a pin through
the knee to hold weights "that pulled a. fractured femur into
position»

Bill wasn’t going anywhere©:

His identification,

bracelet was worn and dirty'and'should have been replaced®
The head nurse made a decision'contrary to the policy of the
hospital# but within reasonable limits of the situation in
volved o

nWe all know Bill# and he isn't" going to move out of

that bed until we move himi 1Make a new band and fasten it to
the Balkan frame over hiS bed®

He doesn't like that thing
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on his wrist and he has worn
was the only p at lent without

it for three months«" Bill
a wrlstbands :and

the self 

esteem which he needed seemed to' go along with this sudden
■ honoro1

'.

;,

:

v:

' ■; ;

The student 1nurse was given the order for an
'
enema.by her team leader $ and-being a well- .I .^
T'."
:
,traihed student she went back to the patient
- '/
1 :
and told him that he was to have 'an enema» The
.
•
order was for an, enema every third day 9 and '
.
. this' was the dayo The patient objected violentV ’: .ly and said' he'was-not7goingltd'take it and ' ■’
/
decided to leave.the hospitals After the initi.
al. outbursts the patient was allowed to give
his reasonsV which completely negated the need
:
.
for an enema*, The order had been written with
the thought that he had a paraplegia^, which
would have necessitatedintervention for empty■
ing his boweio After the order was written and
the original injury had begun to subside^ bowel
^
•
function had returned© The ability to make a'
decision on the basis of new evidence left a
contented patient and a nurse who felt /that
she■
had used discretion* A frightened hdstiie
; ;g : ‘
patient found someone whom he could trust* This
interaction became the basis, for a relationship.. .
which helped him accept his eonditione2 ; v - /
(:
|
The historical pattern of nursing would tend to
make, it neeessary for, the nurse to obey theorder
less of hew developments unless she contact ed the

regard- ■. ■
doctor

and received a second order which cancelled the firsts As
shown in Figure 5* nurses have the very odd duality of ad
ministration which does hot work'for harmony,

A nurse re

ceives orders from a doctor for the.medical regime of the
patient*

Theoretically all care is planned around the doctor

plan of therapyo

But. the•hospital administration prescribes

1 Field Eote# from bbservations by the writer in the
aetual hospital, situatioha
'
■
.
. /
2 ibid;
^
i-...v ■ . :
.
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who must- carry out the orders and In what fashion®

The

nursing administration takes the hospital policy and breaks
it into fine detail which endeavors to foresee the inevi'table®.

■

.

The doctor determines that a certain anti
biotic has a specificity, for, his patient *s
infection and orders that drug® The hospital
policy limits the number of doses which can
be given unless the drug order Is rewritten®
The .doctor is notified, but the drug is not
given except on the basis of the second order©
This may leave a time lapse during which the
drug is hot given.while awaiting the new order©
Many drugs are ordered in such a way that a
constant blood l;evel of the patient is main
tained for a definite period based on Gontinu-*
©us administration of the drug,' at regular
interval So Since' the dosage frequency is based
on absorption and excretion of the drug, and
planning around these two factors to maintain
the blood level, the therapy may be interrup
ted by this rule©!;
The nurse may know the reason for the therapy, but

the hospital rules are protective©

In the recent past, anti

biotic orders were written and forgotten©
ceived doses after the need was past®

The patient re

To prevent unnecessary

and even dangerous over-dosage,, the blanket order affects
every patient, nurse and doctor©

The nurse is left with no

:

discretion but to follow the Imperatives of the hospital, al
though in many instances the doctor8s wishes are well known®
The nurse6s position is shown in Figure j?©
The nurse is seen in the ambiguous position of having
three separate hierarchies of command®

She is hired by the

i Field lotes from observations''of the writer in the
actual, hospital situation®
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hospital to care for the sick, fulfilling the hospital's
central objective.

She works under the nursing adminis

tration whose goal is good nursing care.

And she works

with and under the directives

of the

physician whois

responsible for the treatment

of the

patient.

When contra

dictions and inconsistencies arise, and such are possible,
to whom does the nurse's first loyalty belong?
ally the glib answer, 11To the

patient" and "To

cian" have always been given,

but in

Tradition
thePhysi

practice doesthe

patient have the first loyalty, or does the loyalty go to
the most obvious source of the pay check and the promotion?

FIGURE 5
THE NURSE RECEIVES ORDERS THROUGH THREE LINES OF
AUTHORITY
Hospital Administration

The Patient's Physician

Nursing Administration

Nurse

FIGURE 6

■ , :

'PATTERNED INTERACTIONS DETERMINED BY DECISION MAKING.AUTHORITY1 .
■ 1

'

■

Organisation ...Member..and Degree of Authority
Memb er Programmed
(Nurses Aide)

Involun”
tary
patient
(Coron
ary Throm
bosis

Volun
tary
patient
(in hos
pital
for
elec
tive
surgery
which
can be
post
poned
such as.V
"' plastic
surgery).

Type 1
Patient has no choice
but to act as directed*
Hospitallzation is 11f a .
saving* Aide must act
within carefully defin
ed limit s• Outcome can
be predicted.® Patient
must be submissive®
Type %
Aide has no choice but
to prescribe limits as
set up for her through
directive and procedure®
Patient can object and
leave, or appeal to
supervisor® Aide has no
choice® Mill tend to see
patient as trouble
maker and asroid him if
he causes too much
change in routine®

Member has some
discretion for ac
tions oTeam Leader
T y p e d '- .
Patient still has no
choic e® Must act with
in limits given him®.
Nurse has some lati
tude in int erpreting
rules this particular
.ease® Patient will try
to be good patient®.
Type 5
Patient’s particular .
needs can be used as
basis for rule change
and exception within
certain limits® Team
leader will probably
ask to have action ap
proved by supervisor
for reassurance ® Pati
ent can abide byrules
or leave® He has lati
tude as does nurse®
Nurse will negotiate
for common understand
ing of" issues®

Member has choice of
action (hieristic)
Supervisor Director
;'
Type 3 Patient" can appeal
on basis of objec
tives of hospital®
Rules can be set aside
if they do not harm
patient or others*

Type 6
Supervisor can act with
in any 1imits that do
not jeopardize position
of hospital® Can change
rules for Special situ
ation® Will be flexible
in order to keep patt
end from leaving® Pa
tient not afraid of
taking action® Doesn’t
have to be the good
patient®

\
’-q
■
ifT fV "1.."...".■
"I Patterned; interactions suggesting specificity of prganizattmi™";onttoTlFere iuggest'ed*™
to the writer "by James D c Thompson^ nOrganization and Output Transactions^" American
Journal of Sociology VoIs LXVIII No ®..'3 ('Novemb er 1962) ^ p » .311®
:; .
.

-*r"

.

The paitfientse temperatures are taken before
\ - hreakfae#.in this hoapitalo A patient may have ;
been awake during the greater portion of the
night and finally succumbing to fatigue^ have
(
fallen asleep just before the time ordained as
”temperature taking time®n He must be awakened
.
because this is programmed and no other schedule
'
will fit the dayes program^ The temperatures
are to 'be charted before the doctors make their
rounds« The ward clerk must have them early to
:record on the patients*'graphs<= So the nurses
aide wakes each patient and performs her duty@
"It is dangerousg" the aides say* "to neglect
thisg for the word gets out that you don't do .
• your share of the worko The wark clerk needles
: you; so that; she can get her work done0 If too
many people whose work depends on some facet of
your owng find that you don' t do your ,part *
you'll be fired0"l
:To the weary patients to his family who see his
stressg and to his doctor who realises that rest may help
this patient more than any other factors the conduct of the
nurses aide seems irrational«, Yet to hera by the organ!- ,
■zational structure and rules of the warda she is left no
alternative but to get her work done,' ho matter how she
must do ito

This lack of alternatives for the particular

Situation which involves the patient, and the patient who
may have no ■■alternative■'but to submit to whatever treatment
he is given, leaves a relationship which is highly structuredo

This is shown in Figure 6 where the non-professional

worker has her work programmed by a nursing assignment sheet
written by the nursing team leader®

This plan, which is

based upon the knowledge of the patient the team leader
■’
Field Note, based;on observation by the writer in
actual hospital situation®

. ■ ;■'

■

"
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leader may have obtained from fragmented sources/ may read
like thiss

'

199 Bed A e

'.

’

.

Smith$, Partial Baths BRF 0
BP 9 and 1 intake and Output

This may be one assignment out of perhaps six simi
lar ones®

By this means the human.; being with a hospitalising

disorder is reduced to several almost automatic functionst.
(1 ) Taking hiS own bath with some assistance from the aide
and (2 ). it is understood that sinee he has bathroom privi
leges (BRP) he will use them*

In addition^ since he has

bathroom privileges he will sit in a chair while, his bed is
mad@e • His blood pressure will be taken on or about 9«00 AoM®
and Is00 P 0Mo. and his fluid intake and output will be esti■ 1 •
. '' V ■"
.
.....
mated®
The nurses aide will he held accountable for the
.assignment ®

liittle discretion is left for interaction with

a patient who may not find that;the above orders meet his
ideas about his needs®

if his stay in the hospital: is invol-

untarys: he has no choiees

On Figure .6 in Types ij.d 9 and 6

int eractionsi' the patient' finds' any aetivity.optionalo

He“

-

can make choices and negotiate as long as the person with
whom he is interacting has a certain discretion in making de
cisions®

His own activity is governed by that 'decision-

making power howevers and unless he likes what the person in
Type 1| with no discretion proposes for hlms .the only alterna
tive is to leave the hospital and. seek care elsewhere®
1 Field Hote based on observation by the writer in
the actual hospital situation©,
,
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In Type 6 care9 both the patient and th.e organ.i~ ;

nation representatives have bargaining power$ and the outcome forthe patient may be a change in the’ decision by
the snpervisor9 if :hls gremnds are r easonable and valid9
or at least result in a co.mpromis© type ©f 'situatione

This

was demonstrated in the army where many found that going
through channels'was stultifying and frustrating«, If one
could start with the Commanding Officer^ a decision could
"foe reached at one e ®

Conformity in the latt er situation

gives way to service and resultsc

:

'

CHAPTER m .
STAHDABDIZATIOS
' '
■BEGISIOB" m K I i a BY AHTIGIPATIOM
;

From an abstraet'pdint'of view the most rational >

method of effecting uniformity and coordination in a large
organization would appear ,to ,be,to' devise: eff icient .proeedures for each task 'and insist that they toe followed*,
This assumes that management is onmiseiente' Mo one ©an
provide and plan for all the exigencies that arise»

'

changes in external conditions create new a,dministrative
problems and the very innovations used to solve a problem
often have unanticipated c.onsequences that produoe further
problems '

the procedure and policy cohcerning' the side. ,

railsg for examplei '1

\ i

..

/

p. ■

' '
It is the policy and procedure' at the new hos«=
, . pital that; all side rails be raised on each and. ;
every bed .when the patient is prepared for sleepo
' : • At the. same time.,all hedsmust be. lowered to .the
' , "low" position which 'corresponds with the height
■ :■ pf beds found in most homes| one to which the
patient is aceustomede This policy was initiated
to prevent the sedated or confused elderly pat1=
V,’.
ent fram faXIing-outhbf'bedo But many of. the ..
confused when confronted with' the side fails ,see 7 ; ■
7 this as one oiore barrier ,to be surmounted and
climb", over the tppij. ■W h y reach the floor safely
'.
from the1additional .height of the side rail over
‘
\ '
that of the bed o’,.But,, many others, who might sit
■ on .the bed and slide to a" standing position .if,
: no side rail prevented,, fall' from the additional
height with;redUltaht injuries0 In this ease
•.7 .the ■•.side.-rails-;add*h^2ft-?d'';to ■■’the -y.ery'h.ohdit'iohS'
'toWhich.'thby are designed, to protect the patient
from meetinge
'.7"r;':. .''"r /'
/ ■ y /,:"'■ Pj-; 7 i Peter M« B lau, ..Bureauc racy .in Mo dern So cl ety»'
hew York: Random H
o
u
s
.
e
v;

7k

Large ©r gani zat ion s. find: routine: procedures neees" .
:iarj in the interest of operating consistency®■ But Inef- : :
:fieiency results when the members of an organization become
so preoccupied with meticulous rule applications th,at they
lose sight of act ion itself

The end is, lost in the maze

of procedure3 and conformity’hecomes an end as.; the 'worker
copes with feelings of 1 solation 'and dlsorlentatlon whieh

,

arises:among the lower eetielonstOf^workers for extreme’
rigidity in performance of procedures usually means a fear
of one’s superiorso'

Rigid adherence to procedures is an

attempt to protect one’s self as one makes a ritual of con=
formance to cope with anxiety which lack of knowledge' en»
.genders« . To workers,, who se.p erfomanee 1 a guided by this

f/

feeling j, changes in procedufe constitutes a threat to: this
method of coping with anxieties and consequently will be
strongly res 1 sted9 ' Workers idio are secure in their jobs do
not worry about reaction of superiors0. They can conceive of
new problems as stimulating challengess and they.will welcome
frequent changes©

This was shown by the attitude Of profes

sional nurses s
:;

:■
.

It was impossible to find enough nurses to
staff the evening shift at the hew ho spit ale
After asking'the nurses to wOrk overtime, and
having resignations on that basis,, the Director
decided -to, use a licensed practical nurse as a
team leader on one floor® A 1very: capable
:
.
practical nurse .was chosen, ©he who had giveh-l: 1 : .,
medications.;>and assumed respbnsibllity before,.
and with additional orientation she was allowed
■
to take the responsibility'Of a team leader® ;
,
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This had always been the role of a professional
hurse o e. . •«; . The professional nurses pre=
dieted dour,consequeneeso The one team leader
on the same nursing unit ignored the practical
nurse tearn,leader for a few evenings although
haying the additional help could not be underestimated® The practical nurse had to prove
that she cpuId carry the added responsibility®
The prof essional liurseq, ^whd, felt threatened by
this 11foot in. the door “ never really accepted
the changeo %■Mhen. the student nurses came to the
nursing unit, their instructor never assigned
them to the practical nurse"s team®
ho one seemed to consider that the patients
who was never consultedj, had received care which
was impossible from the one harried evening
nursed^
Written procedures are evidence that standards
of performance have been established for safe effective
care# taking into consideration the best use of available
resources and perSohiiel® .Howeyer> there", is no heed for
rigid close regulation unless the members' of the organ!za^
tlon are not qualified to.perform•responsible taskss2
Writing more procedures seems to be the administrative way
of coping with the situation of incompetent personnel® The
procedures become more detailed as the administration feels
threatened by the lack of competency of those whom it hires
but cannot trust®

There seems to be a feeling that incom

petence dan be .overcome by reading a procedure which is
spelled out in detail®

The transportation of a patient by

2* Field STote based on’the, observation by the writer
in the actual hospital situation®
,/
O

-

Blau s op acit ®g p® 66.®

-.

.
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wheel chair j, for Instance# from a long detailed procedure I
-'Avoid humping into ,things with wheel chair«
Transport patient at corafortahle walking speed
' ; (with special consideration for bumps in side
walk) O
'
.
; :.
1-Gaution patient to keep hands in his lap
and MOT have elbows or hands on the arms, of the
chairo. Fasten seat belt.o Do-not start moving
until/belt:,, is,.fastened^
.
Be car eful not to strike patient 8s leg
against anything<, Hever leave a patient in a
wheel chair unatt ended on an incline (chair
might roll out of control)^® 1 ■

1 This is copied verbatim from the procedure book of
an Older well-known and well-adrninistered hospital in Tucson
Arizonas Such detail as is shown seems to compensate for '
the administration8s insecurity about the competency of the
people who, work with patients»• All procedures in this book
were found to be similarly detailed and specific 0
There ■
were written procedures for. seventy^nine nursing tasks 0 On
the other hand# a new hospital had only twenty-eight proe.edares® Of these nine were highly specialized tasks with
which not all personnel would be familiar® 'These were not
included in the seventy-nine procedures by the older hospi
tal® When asked why these intrieate procedures happened .
to be ambng the first to be written# the writer was told
that the head nurses requested these specific procedures® A
head nurse# when asked why these had been requested# stated
that there was a definite need felt by all® First# the
situation arose that demanded the procedure« When this had
been "muddled through#" it was decided that a procedure
should be r eady for the nekt time® She, was asked# "Do you .
call'this administration by crisis?" M0h no#" she said#
"the crisis was always over before -we got around to it# but
we didn’t get caught •unprepared a second time®"
A large government hospital (Veteran’s 'Administra
tion ) had ninety-two written procedures# many of which-came
from-the regional and national offic es® However# the nine
special .procedures above were not covered by the.ninetytwo procedures® .The new hospital is starting its procedurewriting on the basis of needs of the personnel® The older
hospital 8s pr oc edifc es vhad; all b een revised fee ently # for
what appeared to the writer# the hecessity to maintain
"uncertainty reduction^* an administrative need®

It should Ide added here that fch'e hospital which
made such strihgent1requirements of the' orderlies who oper™
ated the wheel chairs5, did not see fit to install brakes
oh the wheel chairs it hads or to b u y h e w chairs with

''It’is hetter'1td 'standardize the end produots of •' '
• V
prdeedure;ss"sLrid;not'-the'-way to arrive' at that'ehds '"If evaluatlon is on the basis of" c1 early specified results^ which
employees are expected to accomplish in their works Ingenuity
•is ©ne ouraged and yet standardization for effective results

is assured©1 h

'

:

"

' Balzac 'describes' the .lot' of the civil servant in
The Civil Serviceo The clerks of departments find.themselves
sooner or later in the condition of a wheel screwed onto a
machines the only variation ol their lot is to be more or
less oiledo

Such is;the. employee whose duties are spelled

out in detail*

His work is mechanical and the procedure be~

comes a ri.tual whose importance remains long after everyone
has forgotten the meaning of the original act®
displacement of goals*

■

.

There is a

■

Formerly when patients received oxygen by mask
or .in a tents, it was always in a case where .there
• was difficulty in breathing so that the aecessory
: organs of respiration were. used 0 » o the:nose;;.■
^.
- could not admit enough airs so the mouth was used • , '
to hreathe© Under such.circumstances^ the open '
- '
mouthy the mask and the cold tehti a rule was made that any patient who received oxygen was to have .
M s temperature taken rectally© Today a cannula
feeds oxygen into the nose with a.fine tubing
which does not interfere with eatingo
Better

.1 Field Hot© based on observation by the writer in
actual- hospital situation^

'
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'

techniques and equipment allow a higher satura™
ation of oxygen to reach the lungs so that most
patients no longer gasp for air* There are some
patients who rebel against the rectal temperature 6 But the rule remains to be followed in a
ritualistic manner. The end has been forgotten
, o ,>♦ that of obtaining an accurate temperature
reading. The patient who is breathing quietly
with his mouth closed can give an accurate reading with an oral theraoraeter/whetherhe is , /
,■
receiving oxygen or not . But with the rule s the
nurse caring for the patient cannot make a deci
sion on the basis of the evidence with .which she
has to. worked.
:
Rigidity is a dysfunction for operating efficiency

even under stable conditions but particularly when emergent
problems call for a reorganisation of working procedure,
■One wonders what alteratidns1written procedures might show
if a patient who was undergoing the procedure as part of
his therapy* were allowed t b sit down with the procedurewriting eommittees add his comments and suggest; changes on
the.basis of his experience.

The writer cannot find any

instance that this has been done or even considered.

At

present i p *900edur e-wrl'ting is' done as Chief Justice Holmes
once said?

“The art of life consists of making eorrect

guesses on insufficient evidence,“

Knowledge is relative

and principles may he synergistic to one another or they
may be conjugated^ and this fact gives rise to extremists5
die-hards» and “sticklers for rules“ who frequently dot the
hospital arena,^
1 .i'ield Hote based on the observation of the writer
.in the actual hospital situation^
2 Alexanders op.ocltc,s p» 136 o
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While procedures and rules serve & stultifying
eff ectj they also serve a purpose whi'eh nothing .exeept a
stable personnel with long tenure could replace® As long
as new hospitals, are being built with none of the tradition
of long establishments, as long as the shortage of nursing
personnel continues^ the 'nied? continues for ^uncertainty
reduction” through"proeOduress%hich are specific enough to
protect both those who use and those on whom they are used =
Procedures have arisen out of the recognized impossibility
to'kno# everything about everything.

For the safety of the

patients theus rules and procedures are necessary9 but they
must not be used to the detriment of the patients

c @ A p m . ;z :

V

OR G-ANIZAT10H 8S EXPECT ATI OFS
AS DEP1EED BT ;JOB:'DESGRIPTIOHS

:

:
;-

-

:Hospitals and nursing service administration spell
.otit; in :detail just 'what is expected of the nurse and all
who pan tie ip ate in mrsing.car eQ

In the 1930 8s and during ■

World. ¥ap ,11 'industry legan..;writing job deSeriptloris whieh
helped; to formalize positions and standardize the expectations ©f the organ!zation regarding the tasks to be perform
ed by the person in a speeiflo job»

The slghifieance of

this' development is that modern, management ideology' has
found 'it- advisable to rationalize, ,describe, and diff erenti
ate the.fabric of positloha' whioh are related to areas of
responsibility and:decision-making^^

The hospital ha#

adapted this administrative device, to its use*
The type of job description, in the nursing servic©
administration serves a dual purposes pay-setting and
^responsibility and relatIonship=u

The broader job descrip

tion recognizes a position as a .soeiometrie entity In the
sense that it deals' with relationship between jobs, authori
ty and delegation^

While It may seem .restrictive of freedom

this Is not-the attitude with Which the worker may see the
John Mo Pfiffner and Prank P® Sherwood6 .Administra
.tive Organizatlon0 ;Bhglewood Cliffs, Hi Js ? Prentice Hall
Inc ® 1960,
'68%

deseriptibiio

Since he knows what Is expected of him 5 the

wo 2?ker:requires less smpervisionj, and his feeling of know
ing what is expected of him gives him a feeling of seeurity*

In this way it discourages over-supervlsiona^
The team leaders6 responsibilities define the

relationship of the professional nurse to the patient:
<
: '
-

-:

:tlo Providing nursing, care according to the
physician's orders and in conformance with recog
nised nursing techniques and procedures^ estab11shed standards and administrative policies*
2* Recognizing and interpreting symptoms, re
porting patient's condition and assisting with or
instituting remedial measures for adverse develop- mentso
3o Maintaining accurate and complete records of
nursing observations and care*
lj.o Understanding the principles of. physical
health, and mental health, and the fundamentals
of rehabilitation^
Special demands: hmderstanding, patience and ,■„
tact are necessahy In dealing with ill patients^!
While these are the expectations of the Institution
of the professional nurse functioning in the capacity of
the team leader, and therefore responsible for direct pati
ent care, evaluation of her performance, is based on differ
ing criteria „

Twenty-one head nurses a n d ■supervisors

.©ontributed the;following attributes as categories of be-

1 A i d , pp o. 216-218 0
2 Alexander, opoCito, p* 2$0&.o

havior1 on which, the professional nurse should be assessed:
Personal Quallties
%: h %
v % .: 2 « . Exhibits"self-control and good organization
'■v;'
ability In midst of hospital's demands.

3»

'

Is loyal to),patients«, co-workers, demonstrating
approval bf "them
.■ ' -

4° Is alertg cheerful and shows'a positive atti. .tude toward work
.
h o Beeo ghize'S and'admit s own mi stakes graciously^ .
is able to accept suggestions for improvement '
p# work performance and can profit by it
b@ his able to. adjust to changes in assignments and
. '; special ■
.or':'add!tibnal tasks without emotional
. '■
:;;disturbahcb,^: '
Vv'
-i,/,
■

7 «> lakes immediate and appropriate action in ease
of emergency

.

' ■

80 Practices good physical and mental hygiene, is
well groomede
Professional Quallt ie a:
•'
.■ ;

■ - U r ,Effective'

''

: "

h

:

.

y

2® Shows initiative in reeognizing and accepting
responsibility® Follows through on commit- ments and is punctual
•
3? Keeps well-informed of accepted therapeutic
teehniques and procedures and adapts them to
practice
':
; ;
^

/.

4 ® Evaluates own work p erformane
continuously .
v ''',
striving for improvement $ earnestly •■seeks
•
: suggestions' for improvemeht of work performance®'
-L Alfred Go Jensen® “Determining Critical Require
ments for Purses «,11 Pur Sing Research^;Vol® IX,.' Poe 1
(Winter i960) g .pp® 8-11®

,

The above qualities read like every employer8s

dreamv

,.V

But there is little to set a nurse and a patient

apart frdra a bookkeeper and her hookso

The expectations

are all of" administrative 'valuei little eoncern is showi
for the relationship to the. patienta

In. fact taoit approval

seems to be given to the nurse being a part of the admini.stfative servi© e rather than"a part of the nursing servicea
This seems to fall within the findings of Eelssman
and Rohrer who reported the stereotype of the nurse who
"wanted to know the patient better/' yet when, an opportunity \
was offered* no real ■attempt was made 0 The nurse felt that
■: '
. :
■ •'
■
'
' '■■■.■ • 1 '
:'
the administrative functions Interferedo
The nursing
service definition of a nurse will have to be seen in the
realistic light of.the three translations of a job descrip
tion: , ■

1®

The job as: visualized by the boss»

2® . The job as visualized by the worker® ' :i ■. :.

■

3©

The way the worker performs^

.

.
■

'

Regardless of the personnel policies and the job descrip
tion perhaps the way the worker performs is the only expecta
tion the administrative 'organization can know* but an effort
is made ..to define relationships., and authority in every or- "
ganlzation®

Benefits are given-for Work performed^ and since

it Is the direct source of the pay check and promotion* the
_

__ _ _ _

.

-

■

.

,

ReisSman and Rohrer* opecit o« p e ll|Os

-.

.

nurse will tend to aet' in the way that she sees administra
tion expectimgg whether this is expressed formally in the .
job descriptibhj, or indirectly in the evaluation^
>. '

There Is'-'little: reiatl on b etween/ the,' pat lent as.

■the employer and the nursing service as the employee® The/
patient does not pay directly for his 'servicee.

In many

instances the costs are: borne by a third and impersonal
agency, such as the insurance companyo

In the tax supported

hospitalg the patient may,pay nothings either through his ,
insuranc e firm or by taxes 0

So there.may be no sense of

paying for service received- either by the patient or by
the nurse»

If payment-is:,made by the, patient' to. the hos- >

pitals;it is to a separate /establishment - the Cashier or
bookkeeping department =

So the buyer of nursing service

and the purveyor have, no dollars and cents relationshipo

,

The personnel employed by nursing service are
paid by the same department as the janitors and the.engin
eers?

The pay check comes from the hospital and few nurses

trace the dollar back to its final source, the account of
'the patient whether this is paid by him or his insurance
carrier ©

The loyalty which goes to the source of one 8s pay

check is not related tb the patients, whose connection/ Is
too remote to be remembered^

80 while the hospital admini

stration sets up its expectations in the job description
it has an opportunity to focus on the central objective -

85

patient eai?es if this is its central goalo

Saphasis on

nurses working for patient welfare instead of administra
tive harmony might promote this achievement®

CHAPTER XI

■ v SHMMARX

:

Th§ hospital gives the care of* the sick as its
primary, objective^

Basic to the ©are of the. .sick is the

nor sing service which has- twent'y-four “hour ~s."day contact
with the patient^ and the responsibility for coordination
of all the services he will receive*

This nursing service

is conducted according to the matrix of policy which the
hospital defines as the outgrowth of its patient care ofJeetive*

All personnel move within the framework set up

by the administration to carry on the work of total patient
careo

The hospital cannot take

activities

of the staff outside

responsibility for

the

this frameworksso

it must

plan administrative procedures which will insure that each
member of the m r s i n g staff ©perates within the accepted
policyo

This then, forms the basis, for the administrative

procedures which have been observed in the hospital as they
actually operate in patient care*

The original purpose of

this study was to determine if such procedures interfered .
with the nurse-patient relationship or diluted it to such an
extent as to change its meaning for the nurse or for the

Functional Assignment
'

Nursing care assignments are made hot on the basis

of a patient and his multiple needs^ but on a task oriented
plan which •makes; finishing;' a given number 'of .tasks the goal
instead of the care of a pati ent o With each person assign^
ed to a t a s ^ the patient and his care become a series of
' details instead, of an Ihtegrated whole to the workers while
"the patient has 'momentary contacts with varied personnel
wh© each have a- separate ftihction®

•'

The reason for the task

assignment may be the expediency of the job to ,be accom=
plished in which the goal is "the finishing of a total of
performances' Of a like nature ©

Or the reason may be that

there are so many components to the total nursing care for -;
an entire nursing unit©

Some undertakings require skill

:

and judgmentg many require dexterity^ and some require the :
use. of a pair of hands and a strong back ©

The only means

of accomplishing the whole is the division of labor accor=>
dihg/to the ability of the persons available to perforrru

•/

Again the expediency of the service requires such a division
and only by this fragmentation can the patient receive his
necessary care©

To the patient-, howevers there are only

'fleeting contacts with many people which Cannot allow him
to make the relationships which lead to trust©

- Hierarchy o:f Mur sing Staff
■

The hierarchy of nursing staff forces the person-

•

-nel 'ihto the"pine;, tree or pyramid form of. © r g ^ i zati^n;:

;

where the polieies and procedures are made by the upper
echelons to be used for the guidance of those who work in
direct contact with the 'patient«

.

Each person sees' himself .

as perf orming a v ery ne,ees:
sary patient s ervl c e $ whe ther a t '
the Sedside or from a desh where decisions are made .about
patients who have not yet been admittedo

The point is that

the decisionmaking in the scalar system is not at the
level -of the use of such decisions®

;

Those who can be flexi

ble in' applying the policies and rules are rarely in a
position where it is necessary to do soy while those who
need to apply the rules do not have the authority to make
exceptions on the basis of new and unforseen facts©
is shown in Figure 6 on .page 69©

This

Under such circumstances

the patient who is in need of a deviation from the regular
policy finds himself fighting the rigidity of the system
;which has its most insecure and poorly equipped personnel
.in the interacting'position®

Ho relationship of trust can

be fostered under these .eondltionso

The patient reacts toy ;
!

being submissive or rebellious# the worker by neglect or
anxiety0 When face to face decision making authority is
■impossible® subordinates must have some substitute.behavior
■if'they are to maintain their own emotional integrity« •The institution’s objective is not met and the patient-nurse
relationship is nullified©

.
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Specialization
?

The more compartmentalized the care of an indi

vidual beeomess the more personnel who take part in his
total _eares the less an^r one person knows about the pattient as a persona

The patient begs to be recognized as

an individual who has his" Own particular set of differences*
He begs to be recognized on the basis of his peculiar needs;
and to have them taken into account in planning his care®
He needs too* if he is conscious3, to feel that he is par
ticipating in his own cares,with decisions and choices
which he can make on the basis of several alternatives©
Such activity helps him to retain his ability to relate
to others in a meaningful and Satisfactory manner©

"When

his care is segmented as brought put by the study on
page 26, howevers each person who participates does so, not
on the basis of the over-all picture, but on the basis of
his own tiny fragment which becomes the goal instead of
the total care of the patient©

•

If perfect coordination

were possible. It would seem likely that the sum of all the ;
parts' would equal total nursing care©

The patient sees it

as numerous fragments of'care," all of which add up to much
less"than a feeling of having interested people giving him
/ej&re on the basis of his Own needs ©

.

Rules and Procedures

Where

a number of levels of supervision prevent

the face to face contact Of the decision,maker.nnd the,
persons' who must act on the basis of those decisions^ ,
definite and specific rules and procedures have been used
as a compromiseo

The rule's ahd procedures try to antici

pate Sll eventualities in'order that the wrong decision
will not be made a t :the lower levels of the nursing hier
archy®

In their anxiety*to be broad and yet specific so

that the rules will be applied as the policy makers intend#
the possibility of adapting to specific situations is de
creased®

The initiative is removed from the person who* is

confronted with the actual situation®

This person can

ekeroi'se little or no flexibility i n ;applying rules and
procedures,.

The patient$ whose special situation should

be studied to

make a good decision at the time of

need#is

frustrated by being forced to interact with the employee who
has ho'choice but to follow instructions to the letter® This
dilutes the nurse-patient relationship to ineffectiveness#
for the nurse becomes a part of the automatically programmed
existehce which is startdd when the patient enters the
hospital and proceeds until he is discharged©

.

The programming i s :set in motion by three facts:
The patient's diagnoses# the doctor's orders# and the hos
pital's routine©

An exception is difficult to make# so

thoroughly planned is the patient's care®

V.

'' ■

'

; ■; Job Expeotatldns;

- :'.

.

'

. ' ,

:'

V

V;

The job descriptions while a black and white re-

;

:assui’ance that the person employed understands just what is ■ '.
expected of him 9 frequently becomes a contract of double talk®

'

The employee finds that the job;description' placed certaih ■•, viv;;'
values on various traits and duties related to a specifie
job/ but he also f inds that he Is evaluated according te a
traditional set. of attitudes:which may be expressed informal
ly through promotionss appraisals, and even through sanctions if
.the’employee, vielat es the norms' of the .group@

; ■.

•'-r''"'

If the job description gives value to the administra?
five functions of the. nurse, she will not see her job as
related to patient eare 0

If the job gives value to patient

Care s' but/ the informal s oelal organization of which she is a.

part -gives value to administrative functions at the patient8s.
expense, then the norms o f the group will take precedence®
Our findings seemed to show that prof esslOnal nurses■do not ■',;
take direct care of patients except for certain group approved
tasks, such as giving medications and directing other ward : . : '
personnel in the care of the patient c

The old stereotypes re

main, and the nurse ’‘desires to get back to the bedside,** but
she makes little effort to do soo

.- '

.

-

It is shown that those persons who are capable of giv™
Ing the,.best nursing care, who have been trained in-techniques

,
- ■

of giving the bedside service patients expect, have abdicated
their duties of dlrecf patient care to less or even poorly trained
personnels

■

, ,

•

.

-

;'

chaptbr
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COHCHJSIOHS
The relationship between the nurse and the" patient
.was defined as a trusting one in which the patient could
ask for help heeause lie was dependent; and the nurse was
willing to give the help because she recognized the depen
dency®

It was based on a'Continuing contact between the

two In which a comfortable atmosphere allowed each to re
act according to the other expectations®

'

It would be assumed that' the key was § (l) The
: nurse8s acceptance of her own role vis-a-vis the patient„
(2 ) the patient ’s acceptance of his. dependent role, and
(3 ) the nurse8s willingness to assume those tasks whichthe patient could not undertake in his own behalf®
Specialization has preyen ted. the continuing contact
sh which the definition, stands®

Hierarchy of nursing car©

has placed the aide and orderly at the bedside in what, to
them, is an inferior role®

Many react by spending the least

possible time with the.patient® and erecting barriers of
social distance to assuage their own feeling of inferiority®
Rules and procedures govern the interaction of the
nurse and patient on the basis of institutional safety and
88uncertainty reduction,18 neither of which take the special
needs of the patient into account when making' decisions in
■ ' ' ' • '''
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,
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•'Ms behalfo

The hierarchy of nursing care prevents the

person.who "is in a position to make decisions on behalf of ;
the patient's problems from being in a decision-making ca
pacity®

The patient's activities are programmed before he

enters the hospital®

\

The functional assignment allows many different
people of varying degrees of competency to come in contact
with the patient for a few minutes at a time®

;

The patient

may never be able to isolate just who is the proper person
bo ask for his various needs®
not met®

In his confusion* they are

He may react to the personnel who enter the room

and violate his.privacy and person without explanation* but
usually-he submits because he is afraid to protest®

Ho

relationship Of a meaningful character can be established
under such conditions«

Frequently the employee who is doing

the same task for all the patients on a large unit forgets
to repeat his explanations for the fourth* twentieth* or
.thirtieth patient®

He h a s ,explained to the first patients :

and he forgets that the others have not heard®

Or perhaps

he doesn't forget* but the pressure of time and interlocking
duties with other personnel forces him to hurry®

He must

account for finished tasks* not. for satisfied patients.®

So*

the task is the end* not the nursing care of the patient®
Standardization Ignores the special and unique quality
of each human being* as it seeks to set up ways of program
ming the care for the patient so that there will be no
/omissions or errors®

Special differences are seen as condi-

tlons which interfere■with the smooth operation of the unit 5s ..
nursing s e r v i c a n d are frowned upon by the personnel0

The

submissive patient who requires only the eare which is routine
and predictable is favored by the nursing staff® Arguments
and compromises become exceptions to be avoided®

If the' pa

tient is seen as a routine to be followed instead of a person
who has special needs for care and understanding* the person
nel are not forced to enter into a "comfortable^ relationship
'■ :
T . .
■ ." - ■
:
.
• v-.
but can program his care into the set of abbreviations which
can reduce that care to technical units®

These units of

■

nursing care can be discharged 'by a; number of.diff erent per™,;v.
sons who are interchangeab1e as far as ability is concernedo
That the patient does not desire a variety Of persons who are
interchangeable can be dismissed in favor of the expediency
which the hospital feels is necessary to insure the finishing
of alT programmed tasks® ' '

.

,

The institution's expectations of the professional
'hurse?'dre:;:of h;:p

who can direct the activities of others®

The patient's expectations as' expressed by hi s. di ssatisf action
as showh' in various studies and in the press* indicate that
'-the -nurse" and!nursing care which they believe is needed and
acceptable* is not, found' in the modern hospital®

Patients'

demand for understanding and concern for themselves as humans
instead of automatons» Indicate that they do not feel that
the original definition Of a trusting and Comfortable rela
tionship based on continuing contact by specially trained
personnel is being achieved®' ■The complaints are not from any

■
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specific area but from 'all regions of the United States®

■'

While the administrative proeedures which have been
introduced to extend the nurse in the hospital are not re™ ' , •
sponsible for the nursing shortage/ but rather the shortage
of nurses seems ;to be responsible for the introduetion of

’

administrative procedures, the effect on the nurse-patient
•relationship of the Wo- has been one of dilution^ confusion :
and dissatisfactione

'

The situation provides indications that several dif=
ferent trends are possible in the future®
istrative nurse will be

Perhaps an admin

the answer^ one who will make no

pretense of interest in the patient as a per son ^but will

;

direct her entire interest to the smooth operation of a nurs, ing care unit, much as a hotel manager <> Gertain technical
specialists will continue to fragment the nursing care and
with the increasing complexity of‘procedures and equipment per
haps this will arise no matter what other trends will be fol
lowed®

Perhaps the ideal o f ;the patient reeeiving person

alized care will only be possible on a technical basis®

In

a society where bigness is the rule and people are identified ■
by numbers 5 perhaps hospitalization as a programmed automaton
.will not be a drastic change*
The writer prefers to think that personality has value
and that the patient dan better operate in a milieu where he
maintains his identity and individuality*

This may not be

impossible in the hospital despite the present trend toward

name bands and rigid procedure®
promise for future use®

A few experiments offer some

One at the University of Florida

Medieal Center has instituted,a unit manager who is respon
sible for all non-nursing duties on a nursing unit®
responsible to the administrator®
nursing

He is

Hurses on the units have

responsibilities only and cannot deny their obligation

to the patient by. the alibi of pressing administrative duty®

,

Whether the patient will have to changes and forget
his need to be nursed with as well as nursed ats is the ques
tion which seems the focus toward which one should direct his
attention.

Can human nature be changed?

what way is best to direct that change?

And if it can be,'-,
Is there a prophet ,

who can foresee the possibilities of such a change, or will
it be one which carries its own dysfunction with it?

Will

professional nursing education which trains•its students for
an unrealistic career have to change?

Can it expect its ypung:

graduates to face the present dichotomy of nursing functions patient-centered or administration-centered, and expect them
to solve the problem?

Could the latter be the cause of many

nurses being frustrated and ineffective in their present jobs,
and could it be the cause of many leaving their profession?

..

9'8
RAW' DATA FROM'QUESTrOMAJEE" OH 'SOCIAL DISTANCE
AS- ANSWERED BY TWENTY-=F.tVE NURSING. PERSONNEL
Qiies■felons asked of
Nmr’slng Personnel
If you become friendly
with patients they
lose respect for you
It Is a bad idea to
get too friendly
with patients
You m u s t 'keep•ypur••
distance from a patient
or he w i11 forget you
are a nurse or nurses~
aide

Agree

1 PI
1 SN
2 RN
1

1 NA

It is. hard to .be •
fri endly with pa ti ents.
without beeoraing too
personal ’: '■
:‘.v
One of the problems of •
getting too friendly
with patients.Is that,
they don91 know where
to draw the line•

I RN
1 SN

It is all right to get
friendly with 'patients
but not too friendly

1
1
1
2

RN'
PN:
NA
SN

1 SN

One patient is much the
same as any other patient
to me .•

When I get to know a
patient well I find I
talk, to him just as I
would talk to anyone.
else
Keyi RN
PN
NA
SN

S.RN
R
2
k
7

RN
PN
NA
BN

RN
PN
NA
SN

If. SN
m-RN
2 PN
2 NA7 SN

1 RN'
1 NA
2 SN

1 :RN'
•I :PN
1' SN

5'RN
2 PN
3 NA
A SN

1 RN
1 NA
A SN

I'RN
1. PN
3 NA.
| SN

5 RN
1 NA
6 SN ,

4
2
3
6

1 RN
A SN

RN
11
NA.
SN

1 PN
1 NA
RPSNE

1 PN

I SN

4
2
3
8

Strbngly

:3“M
1' NA.'
# SN

1 SN.
4 #

I often find- pleasure
in talking about myself
to my patients

I often become quite per
sonally attached to
patients on my ward and
in a way am sorry to see
them leave

2RN
1 NA

v

l.RN
1 PN
2 NA
k SN

.1 PN

1 SI

.

3 RN
.1 PN:
S: n a
6 SN

2 SN'
2 PN
1.14
2 88

R
2
3
R

RN
PN
NA
SN

2 RN
1 SN*

A
1
3
2

RN
PN
NA
SN .

2 11

R
2
2
P

RN
PN
NA
SN

-

1 NA
10 SN

2 SN

Nurse'
Practical Nurse
Nurses Aide
Student Nurse

Note: Questions related to social dlstance which nursing personnel at nursing
unit level feel about their patients* as indicated by their reaction to
friendly relationships with patients®!
;
1 Suggested by Leonard lo Pearlin and Morris Rosenberg s> “'Nurse-Patient
Social Distance and the Struetaral Context of the Mental H
American
Sociplogl Gal _Re view, Vol. m i l (February 1962}, pp. 36-65
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